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Official Trees?
New laws start Frida
'
By MARK R. CH6LLGREN
you'd have to say this was one of"
Crime
_Associated Press Writer
the better sessions we've had. I pne measure makes it a felony
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — don't think that, because of all
to _possess a gun on school propAbortion. Adoption. Health care the turmoil, that it's been fairly
epratss
)(s,t.
irnobgnu.i
t.,_th
.bere
.t. is a list cit.t2ccep-.
and •4/or ker-S. • conlye-nsa-tion•—..c,yalnated." .
tions
universities
are not
raOrm. A difficult budget. Gun - Most of the hundreds of' sta-counted and adults are allowed to
_tines
passed
during
the
1994
sescontrol. Mandatory seat belts.
have a gunat school, so long at it
sion will go into effect 'July 15.
Even a new (old) state tree.
is in., a vehicle and not
The
session
was
wracked with
--The 1994 General A-ssebbly
brandished.
tackled' some politically touchy controversy even before it
There are even-more excep,
started..
topics.
tions to the law - that makes- -it
A failed special session called
And many of them will start_
anyofie under the age
affecting the lives of Kentuckians by Gov. Brereton Jones in 1993 of 18 to carry a handgun.
put
pressure
on
legislators
to
•
ow-Friday, when most new laws
enact something on health care
"This doesn't mean it's going
will-take effect.
•,
reform. Jones proposed a budget to be an end-all and a
but
kloase Speaker JoeClarke said
it's -a slam- said Attoiriey-Giii-'
that contained largetax increases
the session will not-berecogni/ed
for all•it Scconiplishiritecause'of without warning legislators. The eral _Chris_ Gorman.
budget battlelasted all session 0_ 1'HegiaticknTe_ pipt
dgeidhethat
guniilbtly
political
all the controversy
9

STACEY CROOKiLedget & Times photo

WATERVARRIORS4ollowing a busy Fourth of July holiday last weekend, many boaters, swimmers and
skiert ventured bar,k"!..'ontb Keritusky take for more sun and fun Saturday.
9

_

t
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•

even into annther special 'prevented anything -stronger from
"I think we had, really, a. very .
effective le-kislative session: It session.
Among_the new -laws rinat-gp
quiet.
... opposition
may not -have. been very pretty,"
Clarke said: "If you look at what, _Ivo effect '-at ..the end of this
week:
the session produced. _I think
• See Page 2

earful river city braces for record flooding
. By DAN WWELL
-Associated Press Writer
B-AiNtiktDOE, Ga.(AP) — A
devastating flood that has killed
28 people surged toward Georgia's southwest corner today,
threatening a fertilizer plant and
forcing more than a third of the
city's residents from their homes.
"I never thought Bainbridge
would look like this,- said
-Shareen Davis, 16, among dozens
of residents who watched brown
water bury a. riverside park Sun-

day evening. "I've seen this on
TV, but always - 'somewhere else.--Two bodies were- discovered
-Sunday, both in Americus, abeint,
- 95 miles to the north: a man
whose tractor-trailer Wãs washed
off a road anti a 3-year-old boy
who was in a car with his mother
that was swept into a creek. The
mother's body was found
Saturday.
The flood also soaked at least
400,000 acres of rich cropland,

I've had an jinnihilation .of my entire
lifestyle, and I'm not sure what to do.."
Scott Clement
(Bainbridge resident)
stunting-peanut plants-and leav- . today in Albany, Americus,
ing peaches to turn white- with Jonesboro an'l Macon to' hell"
mold and rot on trees because flood victims apply_ for governpickers and trucks can't get to ment grants and loans.
them.
Scott Clement was one of 300
Disaster aid centers opened
who queued up as the Albany

Barlow supports
MSU grant proposals

Kirksey wants
historic marker

By Ale WILSON
Staff Writer
Two grant proposals from
Murray State- University are
receiving a strong show of support from U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow.
The proposals,'which deal with
the Interactive Telecommunications Network, have gained support from two key House appropriations subcommittees.
"These proposals put us right
in the forefront of the telecommunications highway," Barlow
said. "It is very important to
industry, sch&ls and medicine.
Peoplo,can tie in and get the latest information or technical
knowledge."
"The first proposal is for
S451,000 from the Economic
Development Administration,
which will allow us to establish
telecommunicaan
tions site at the Purchase 'Area
Development District (PADD)
office in Mayfield," said Buddy
Buckingham, coordinator of the
Center for Economic Development at Murray State.

-interactive

• 'This will be the stventh site on
the MSU network and will provide an opportunity for local government to conduct videoteleconfcrences without having to travel
to Murray.
"We teach classes in one of
our sites all the time and much of
the time in the second one,"
Buckingham said. "We will continue to offer the service at MSU,

center opened at a school. "I
The worst flooding today was
need to find if j can rebuild or in
neighborhoods outnot," said Clement, 30, Who lost side this city that bills itself as
his home. "I've had an annihila- "Georgia's First Inland Port"
tion- of my entire lifestyle, and and in the West Bainbridge comI'm not sure what to_do."
munity, which includes much of
- The. Flint River at Bainbridge the city's industries.
Taielled from 25 feet Friday to
National Guardsmen worked
more than 35 feet today, and was
Sunday night to shield a fertilizer
expected tci crest Wednesday at 'plant housing 9 million pounds of
45 feet. That would be 20 feet
toxic ammonia.
above flood stage and nearly 5
Assistant Fire Chief Doyle
feet higher than the record set in
•See Page 2
1925.

1_ By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

TOM BARLOW
hut this will give us another site."
Buckingham said he expects to
receive the grant soon, which will
also provide additional equipment
at MSU.
"The House has passed the
funding," Barlow said. "We have
to get it through the Senate.
These grants will help get some
expansion and 1 think we will be
right at the cutting edge of
technology."
Buckingham said the plans for
PADD grant have been underway
for about four Years.
"PADD wanted to do something with technology and we had
the resources to write the grunt,"
Buckingham said. "We'developed
a partnership, which has been
very good."
IN See Page 2

Through hard work and continuous correspondence with the
Kentucky Historical Society, Joe Pat James has been instrumental
in working to obtain a historical marker for Calloway Normal Col, legg,, whie_h_ existed in Kirksey...from 1899 to 1913.
Founded by the _late Rainey T. Wells, Calloway Normal College
was the first institution of higher education in the county to provide
teacher training for area residents.
Wells T. Lovett, MSU regent and grandson of the late Wells,
said his grandparents had an interest in starting an institute of higher learning in the county.
"There was no special reason," Lovett said. "All his life he had
great interest - in education and he believed totally in its value."
Lovett said his mother, Laurine, was born- in Kirksey in 1899
when the school was in operation.
It was not until 1922 that Wells founded Murray Normal College, now Murray State University.
Wells served as the second president of Murray Normal College,
and held other prominent government positions..
As a state representative, Wells is iaid to have been chiefly
responsible for locating the present state capitol and the governor's
mansion.
Lovett said Wells and Allie Young of Morehead pushed to get
the bill passed which established two normal schools in Kentucky
— one in the western region and one in the eastern region.
They later successfully lobbied to have the two schools located
in their respective towns.
Wells served as general council of Woodman of the World life
insurance company in Nebraska until retiring to Murray in 1946.
- James, who was raised in Kirksey, has been working since last
November to have the Kentucky Historical Society locate the sign
at the • site which in 1960 became Kirksey High School.
When the county high schools merged, the building served as an
ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledper it Times photo
elementary school until 1974 when the county elementary schools
consolidated.
Local resident Joe Pat James stands at the future site of the Calloway
Graduates of Kirksey High School will meet in September for a
Normal College historical marker on Ky. 299 in Kirksey. James has
been Inttrumental In rousing the Kentucky Historical Society's interest reunion, at which time James hopes to unveil and/or dedicate the
In establishing the sign which will be placed on property where CalloII See Page 2
way Normal Collegey_pnce stood.

NOTICE
II Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet at 1:30-p.m. Thursday in the office
of County Judge/Executive J.13. Williams.
II Calloway County School Board
will meet at 7 p.m. Thursday at the board
,
office.
•Murray SchDol Board will meet at
7 p.m. Thursday at the Carter Administration Buading.

III The World Cup Soccer tournament
has dwindled to four teams after this
past weekend's games Bulgaria, Sweden, Brazil and Italy The semifinals are
set for Wednesday wrth Bulgaria facing
Italy and Sweden meeting Brazil

CONTENTS
•An open forum is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. Thursday at Calloway County
?Addle School. Parents, teachers and
community members are invited to discuss what qualities they would like the
new principal to have.
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Clinton says trade will help define Europe's future

4.; .

What's that smelt?

Kohl all but urged German throughout the region.
North Korea on the death of their has resulted in ties for 21 former
-"What we -have to- do is to
courts to reverse the restraints
beloved leader, Kim II Sung, and communist and neutral European
and permit him to send peace- integrate Europe's other half" to., rejected criticism by Senate nations with the Western alliance.
BONN, Germany (AP) —
beyond the country's allow former Soviet bloc nations
Republican Leader Bob Dole that
The president, who also had
President Clinton today promised keepers
of central and eastern Europe to
borders.
was inappropriate. He seen Kohl at the summit in
doing
so
to help accelerate the dismantling
"When things get rough we take their place alongside Gersaid North Korea was only begin- Naples, planned to visit the Gerof remaining Cold War vestiges
back and let others do many and more affluent neighcannot
sit
ning to emerge "after years of man leader's boyhood home of
in Europe and suggested that he
bors, he said.
work," Kohl said.
isolation" and that it was in Oggersheim, 125'miles *south of
the
might welcome a more active
Kohl said it,was "unacceptGermany already is energeti- everyone's interest — including Bonn, later today.
role for Germany's military.
able"
for Germany, now a uni- cally constructing economic and
U.S. Korean War veterans — that
Kohl is up for election in
A court decision is expected
fied country of 80 million people politics ties to Russia and the a current dispute with North October, and Clinton's visit may
this week on whether a reunified
with one of the world's strongest other democratic nations in EastKorea over nuclear inspections be help his already improving showGermany still is bound by restricbe ern and Central Europe that have
continue
to
economies,
to
resolved.
ing in the polls.
tions on the use of its military
—Denied anew that the United
bound by a constraint pat in place supplanted communist regimes.
imposed more than four decades
Tactfully, Clinton also will
ago as result of Nazi aggrestio,n. after Germany's, World War II The last Russians are about to States wanted to see the weak
meet with opposition leaders, but
surrender.
dollar
maintained
to
help
narrow
depart; the elite U.S. Berlin briClinton, during a joint hews
Kohl will be front _and• tenter
Despite support for a more gade also is 'saying farewell to the U.S. trade deficit. "We will
conference with German
throughout
the two-day visit.
miliGermany's
active role for
once-divided Berlin, due to not use the dollar as an impleChancellor Helmut Kohl, said he
The
luncheon
Kohl
said
at
.a
president
tary,
ment
of
trade,"_he
said.
also is Making
"Fundabecome
Germany's
capital again.
hesitated, to get involved in an
up for net going to Germany on
the
•welcomed
that
he
still
speech
ecoAmerican
the
Clinton
was
to
mentals
of
visit
Berlin
on
issue before-the German courts
to -keep 100,000 -Tuesday.
nomy- are-sound:11--HOwever. he-- --his asap to Europe in June. That--NT-added: AnythThg1hat can -be
-trip celebrated the Allied_D-Day •
troops
in
Europe.
His
visit
said, "I'm reluctapt to say more
comes
on
his
way
% done to enable Germany to fulfill
conference
victory over Germany in World
news
Clinton,
at
the
Similar
home from a. summit meeting in
than I already have.".
the leadership tesponsibilities
•
War II.
Friday
under
sunny
Clinton
on
Skies
in
by
the.glidens
Naples
comments
of
the
world's
seven
that it is plainly capable of fulof Bonn's Chancellery, said thai major industrial nations and
sent -the dollar plunging on curClinton will preside Tuesday
Jailing is a poSithe thing."
rency markets. over the deactiiition of the U.S. "
"-I do hope that we .will have Europe's future will be defined Russia.
muchaeitroops.
Germany
:by7tracie,
aspralsed
Clinton
also
Army's elite-Berlin -Brigade,
On
other
-subjects,
Clinton:
'
the Itenefie.ilf the,fall range.or
He-also praised Kohl's efforts
—Defended his 'issuance of for promoting NATO's Partner-, which first raised the Stars and
Germany's capacities to lead,"
in promoting economic growth -condolenOes-io the people of ship for Peace program, which Stripes over Berlin 49 years-ago.
-he added. k.
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer

-

Rather than the smell of
fresh-brewed coffee, many
residents got a whiff of something a little different this
morning.-A strange, oniony odor
loomed above Murray for severe hours.
Murray Police dispatcher
Ricky Harris said he had
received several calls fronrpeople wondering what the
odor was.
"Nobody was really complaining, they amok-just curious,". he said.
'Police officers reported the
_aroma may-been coming-from
Vanderbilt Chemical, just
north of Murray.
Ed Shinners„ general manager and-Ciecutive vice president, 'said employees are
ehPcking the plant to- see, if
there is a leak, but none has
been found.
"It could be from us, but we
don't knoW," he said.
116 said the sulfur-like odor
is not toxic and ig harmless,
bet it does have an -odor.
_
FROM -PAGE 1
a citywide state of emergency
FROM PAGE 1
borhoods outside city limits to
Murray State at the time, shared
"We're,checking every vent
. 1
mutual respect and admiration for Welch said the toxic materiels and ordered -a 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. boil their water.
historical marker.
we. have," he said.
curfew
that
started
Sunday
night.
Tuesday
Vigoro
were
a
began
concern,
but
flooding
The
James has spent -more than- = each other.
Shinners said the company
' Public Safety • Department
Industries - officials believe- the
They were' very close
after Tropical Storm Alberto
seven months locating the properhas
checked computerized
Charlene
spokeswomant
White
,
friends," Lovett said. He said' precautions — including a hastily
brought heayy dpwnpours.
ty deed and other documents and
weather patterns sineel- aan.
about
said
3,500
city's,
of
the
ade,qu-.
'south
dike
10-foot
were
surged
built
also
Wells
was
also
.a
Torrents
strong
suppor—•
A slight nortlititerthwest wind
- -corresponding with the Kenaucky- ' ter, adviser and confidant to sate to prevent a catastrophe with
10.000 residents were evacuating. through the Florida panhandle,
.
-Historical Society.-4 has been blowing about r mile
"lust
about
eveTod
is
-the
200-foot:tall
ammonia
tank.
_Woods.
He said_the cost of the marker•"'"•
per -hour uribso.
*.
sala. "there where T,200 people' were et,a- • is SF,500. James as accepting "'"*"Klietelifirdlory war oe)ost wh4 the riVer crests, aa:hfer .at cdogratinr', :SIC
He said in stagnant- weather
Lawton
-cloy.
'Fitarida
some
cuated.
c
_
are
diehards.
Hopefully;
the
_
Hopefullyplant
is
ekpected
to
less
be
5-feet,
un
we
get a permanent mark
----donations - Of 3100 or $50 to .,
_
conditions,
an odor will generon
Clinton
they're going to leave when the Chiles asked President
purchase the si,gn, which will-tell er to preserve it for posterity," deep.
ally-remainstill 'for an
more'
four
declare
Sunday
to
gets
higher
water
or
we'll
have
passersby a brief history of the James said. The generatiowthat , "We can't be 100 percent'cerextended period and it is more
areas.
disaster
-federal
counties
go
in
for
them
to
in
boats."
tarn
because
nobody
has
ever
,
.
,
knew
about
Calloway
Normal
old college
_okious to people.
In addition -to the 28 dead in
Land_ for the college was College is almost gone. Only a encountered this before," said-, Sporadic -showers Sun-day
laBut, -we're still checking
was
person
least
one
Georgia,
at
evening
raised
concerns
about
_Di:
,
id-•
:
donated in 1899 by the late few people are left who knew
everything
to make sure it is
more
two
A
labama,
and
in
killed
potential sewer backups, and offiPrichard.
.
Martha Alice-and Charles Edward about it first hand."
not us.".Shinners said.
there.
missing
reported
•
cials
advised
residents
in
neighMayor
B.K.
declared
Reynolds
Clark. Shortly thereafter, students 'James said-one of the Kerauckcame from a wide area and, • y Historical Society's concerns
_ •.
- boarded in private homes to study • when considering locating such a
sign-is
whether
there
is
a
at the aeachers eonege.
safeIII
•
•
Lovett said )the remainder of convenient place for motorists to
FROM PAGE 1
tern,
pull
off
and
if
one
view
the
school
sign,
has a Spanish
Wells: life Was -spent as an.
"This will provide a variety of can't trayel to a larger center and
The second grant is for about teacher, the Spanish
• He said the property where
class can be - educational exchanges," Bucking- needs treatment, the doctor can
"enthusiastic supporter" who was
Electri$400,000
from
-the
Rural
offered to the others. If each
"highly interested In the college." Kirksey United Methodist Church
consult with a specialist Via the
ham said.
fication Administration, which - school can share one class,
that
the
•
late
Ralph
Wells and
is located is "a great place" for
network," Buckingham said. "A
will bring three new high schools
In addition to the educational
Woods, who was president of motorists to stop and see the (Carlisle, Hickman and Ballard) will mean a-total of five classes
wide range of things are
normally not , available."
benefits, the proposal also offers
marker.
available.
onto the MSU netWork.
another component called the
Tax deductible contributions
"We are anticipating funds for
"None of these school have
Fulton County and Fulton City
Distance Learning and Medical
can be made payable to the Ken- true college prepatory classes,"
the first grant in a few weeks, but
already OM the Link, which will enable communschools
are
tucky Historical Society and sent Buckingham said. "With the systhe other proposal is in a slower
system.
ities on the network to have
to James at Box 388, Murray.
process because it is in the hands
1001 Whitnell Dr.
access to regional and state mediof the reviewers," he said. "We
Murray, KY 42071
cal centers.
May not know about the second
DEPARTMENT HEADS
grant until the fall."
"If a doctor has a patient who
Publisher
Walter L Appereon
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann Orr
. Circulation M. Dennis Hodges
The plant's third shift was evaOf Disaster and Emergency
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Classifieds Mgr.
over the North's nuclear program
cuated along with a home less
..... Karen Covert
Serviees.
A chemical- leak halted producNorth_
Korea, making its first
had resumed Friday, the day of
The chemical, used in making than 200 feet away and a restaurtion at a bowling ball)manufacREADER INFORMATION
foreign-policy moves since the
Kim's unexpected death at 82.
ant,
Snorton
said.
plastic, is flammable and can
turing plant this morning and
To reach all departments of the
death of longtime leader Kim II
Observers said the policy deciweren't
sure
what
•
Authorities
become
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
combustible.
The
subforced the evacuation of a _nearby
Sung,
today
postponed
indefinitewere the latest of growing
sions
leak.
caused
the
stance can burn skin and eyes and
residence and restaurant, authorily what was to have been an
. .....Rates
„
. .
Kim's son and desigsigns
that
..Subscription
understand
"Because
We
-don't
cause
dizziness
when
inhaled
or
ties said.
- All subscriptions payable in advance.
unprecedented
meeting
of
the
Kim Jong II, has
successor,
nated
causing
it,
we
should
take
what's
absorbed through the skin.
Workers at Ebonite InternaHome delivery 6 days a week:
North and South's presidents.
taken
the reins of
successfully
company
said
every
precaution."
Firefighters set up an
tional noticed a smoke vapor
1 month,- $5.00 1 6 mortht - $211.50
The North has also told the
power.
William
Scheid.
President
unmanned
spray
of
water
to
cool
coming
from
a
tanker filled with
3 months $15.00 I 1 yew
$57.00
United States it is putting off
Many inside and outside South
Scheid said such a leak had
down the stationary tank, Snorton
styrene shortly before 3 a.m.
further
high-level contacts until
Korea
had feared_ the elder Kim's
occurred
-2t
the
never
before
said.
He
said
the
vapor
release
CDT, said Matt Snorton,- local
43Y MAIL
1 YR. $57.00
after Kim's state funeral SalndaY•
trigger .11. chaotic
Avould.
death
had been halted.
cOrirdittator di the state"Division
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Talks on the long-running disputes power struggle.

II Historic marker...

4r

_
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

Barlow...

• Murray
Ledger & Times

Hopkinsville plant:

Residents evacuated after leak
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Historic meeting postponed

II New laws...
FROM PAGE 1
was overcorne to pass a bill that
will make is4 illegal to possess
certain kinds of ammunition,
known as "cop killer" or armorpiercing bullets. That same bill
will increase. the penalty for
drug-related offenses if a firearm
is involved.
Defendants age 14 and older
who use a gun will be automatically tried as adults.

Sex offenders in the future will be registered and go on a statewide list available to law enforcement and some social service
personnel.
The legislature also created the
new law of bribery of a public
servant.
Workers' Compensation
Backers of the new program
claim it will save about 15 per-

WILLIAM G. HART, M.D. AND JAMES C. HART JR., M.D.
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

THE ASSOCIATION OF

cent annually in the program.
Costs associated with the
state's old system had spiraled
out of control since the legislature previously fixed it in 1987.
Kentucky employers are paying
some of the highest workers'
compensation premiums in the
nation.

percent at age 70. Benefits are
capped at current levels for the
next two years.
Abortion
Nearly a decade after the legislature first tried to require a juvenile to get a parent's permission
in order to get an abortion, the
1994 session tried again. Earlier
efforts were tied up in the courts
and only a recent decision by the
U_S_ Supreme _Cot= thaLparental
consent laws are constitutional
opened the door this -year. The
bill allows a girl to also approach
a judge for permission to obtain
an abortion. Efforts were
defeated to impose a 24-hour
waiting period or require that
specific information about abortions be given to a woman
beforehand.

The present $800 million system pays benefits to people
injured on the job and all
atiplOyerS are required na take
part.
Under terms of the new law, a
special state nonprofit insurance
company will be created to compete with private carriers. The
Measure also takes steps toward a
managed health care system for
workers' comp cases.
The new scheme also limits
attorney's fees at $15,000. And
benefits to workers are cut by 60

Health care

RANDAL. K. HUGHES, M.D.

Specific provisions of the
health care reform law will be
strung out over the coming
months and years. Starting Friday, health care providers must
disclose the fees they charge for
standard procedures, people can
buy the standard health insurance
plan provided to public employees, and patients can get a copy
of their medical records at no
cost.
Seat belts
Buckle up- Friday, or it could
cost the driver $25 for each person in a vehicle who isn't.
Adoption
- New rules to regulate private
adoptions clarifies when parental
rights are terminated and forbids
a lawyer from representing both
birth parents and adoptive
parents.
State tree
The tulip poplar tree is — once
again — the official tree of Kentucky. The Kentucky coffee tree
fell out of favor.

IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

If You Want Top Quality
And Top Service._
(AND CAN PUT UP WITH A
Sal-HANDSOME MERCHANT)
Then Come Visit bet

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES,PSC

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3•
5-4-4
Pick 4
9-8-8-6
Lotto
12-13-14-24-25-44

la 4

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING, SUITE

284 W

Charlie Adams • Pharmacist

Charlie's Sale-1! Discount Pharmacy_

300 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, 42071
502-753-3131 oirri-eee.221-.7692----

Mondale at WhItnell

753-4175
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UK field day to feature variety
of insects in entomolobical zoo
An entomological zoo, featuring giant millipeds and hissing
cockroaches, will be one of the .
many star attractions - at this
year's UK West Kentucky
Research and Education Center
Field Day in Princeton, set for'
July 21, 1994.
"The entomological exhibit
will let visitors gain a better
appreciation of insects in our
. lives. We'll show some insects
thaLare Arty beneficial to agFicul- tare and others that ire considered major pest§ in Kentucky,"
said Stephanie Bailey, Extension
. entomologist at the University of

Swine producers should be
aware of several changes

Farmers must
certify acreage

Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Several changes have been
Other insects to be featured at
recently in Kentucky's
made
the zoo include giant walking
and swine proprograms,
swine
sticks, bess beetles, insect creaThe Calloway County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservato know how
need
may
ducers
tures from the deep, and perhaps
tion Service (ASCS) reminds all farmers to certify their 1994 crop
some of these changes may affect
even a tarantula or two, she said.
plantings, land uses, CRP acres and other program acreage as soon
their marketing practices.
The zoo will be just part of the
as possible.
One of the major.changes is in
field day, Which usually draws
The deadline for reporting is July 15, and all reports made after
W.*
Pseudorabies Surveillance
the
more than 2.000 perlons, she
that date will be subject to a late reporting fee.
program.
said.
All producers participating in the 1994 wheat/feed grain program
The annual pseudorabies moni"The field'' day will include
are required to report all crops and land uses on the-ir farms.
herd test has been discontored
guided tours of agricultural plots
Growers not participating in the 1994 programs should report_
tinued, and the PS cards have
on the ,demonstration_ faun and__ -their acreage to establish planting -history; ensure future benefitsbeen Teplaccil by_a certified pig
tours of animal production facili- and protect crop acreage bases. •
producer 'card.
ties complete with discussions
Producers of,tobacco who have not filed a report need to do so
Current and -valid PS cards
Tviajion, in this instance KNI.,-and
about the test ways, to raise the
immediately, so that the crop can be measured before .cutting. All
to have been used in markwere
then a three-digit numerical numlivestock," Bailey said.
tobacco reports will be subject to a late reporting fee since tbe-final-7- • eting feeder pigs until the new . ber will
siicts.as- KY 123.
' .
certification date was -July 1.
cards were issued, which should.
The
'tattooipreinises
(priaduCeis----. p.m.
5
between
and
time
any
7)41-iim.
at
Certified
be
can
- Crops
..have been done by now. New
With
•
Multiple
production
units
Ationday through Friday at the':local ASCS -Offite.- .
• producer/ need to apply so the
need _- separate number_s•
state veterinarian's.,office for the
aSsigned to them for each. unit)
Deer won't eat tobacco,Win theY? Finally, telltale footprints of deer
card. •
abound.
Must be applied to the pigs before -- Think again. Yes, they Will.
A pilot. program for fit* point - they leave
the premises,.and- shall
• "We have three confirmed eases
"We know that two of the three
'testing-of Kentucky-origin cull • be used only to, identify feeder__
of deer eating tobacco plants when sets of damaged plants came from a
sows and. boars at selected livespigs originating directly froM 'the.
they are first set." said Tom Barnes, hothouse in Owen County," Barnes.,
tock Markets has been started. ltS
assigned.premises as the farm or
Extension wild life specialist with said. "We would like to get some
purpose is to supplement the Preorigin.
.the University of Kentucky College feedback on Other damage that may
sent program which depends
, of Agriculture.
have occurred including where the
The- tattoo may terve .as an
entirely on sampling these swine
"This has never been verified plants were purchased from and if
official method to identify feeder!
at - slaughter houses.
Although summer is busy,.pke helmet that fits properly,he said. An
before," Barnes said. "But it has • they were hothouse grown."
pigs in interstate shipment only if
July,
swine.
of
As
quarantined
one
only
for
designed
is
ATV
ise,
safety
time out to ensure the
been verifielt now in Owen and
the
Farmers who feel they may be
destination state has agreed to
been
have
should
closed.feedlots
to
not
sure
Be
person -- the operator.
children on the • farm
Grant counties." _
-accept--sect—identification:- Thl -their
sustaining damage -in their-tobacao—
sold
livestock
and
,
to-shiugh-77
thent.
on
riders
extra
have
agricuTture
A unique aspeceof the
apptlirs the - from deer should contact Barnes at
Barna- adaects
tattoo will meet Kentucky- reguiaATVs are designed for off-road. ier. Kentucky has approved use
industry is that there are children at.
seedlings that were damaged were, UK or their county Extension agritibris
regarding movenient of pigs
to
identify
tattoos
feederliigs
of
as
such
surfaces
hard
not
use,
home working with parents or
hothouse grown plants using high cultural agents.
_.•
for sale or exhibition_iruhe_state. irl_insrastatt..commerce.
uneven:"
give
can
that
-Larty._roadways
said
activities,
farming
sulfur well water."
t•
The
Veterinarian
will
market
will
ear
tattoos
replace
The
•
Piercy
characteristics,
handling
-"This could be a downside to
Piercy,,Eittension .farm safety speHow can farmers be sure that deer
continue-- to inspect pigs upon
which are currentITused.
tags,
farm
any
that
sure
Make
using
added.
plants,"
hothouse
Barnes
Kenof
said.
University
cialist with the
are the culprits?
entry, and record will be kept as
Tattoos will start with the Posttacky College of Agriculture. An equipment used is not too big for the
Plant/ are picked up and_plucked L'Because the state is not going to be
they are kept now with eartags.
two-letter
abbreService
state
al
operator.
very
happy
with
having
to
a
destroy
on
important part about raising kids
from the ground, he said. Deer eat
and
enough
"For kids that are big
the top and drop the root wads: bunch of deer."
the farm is getting them involved.
••••
"But, as we head into this busy old enough to operate farm equipsummer season we must take some ment, have them use tractors
time to make sure that getting kids equipped with -ROPS (Roll Over
iPESTEBI EFIfTESET
BEST BMW 3 WEInE3
involved doesnt lead to any trage- Protective Structures) and seat belts_ extra
measure
an
provide
to
Marne Plowman's years of persis- ing Cowgirl for the rodeo team, dies for them." Piercy said.
tent training in the rodeo aFena led to served as an officer of' the rodeo
Each year there are many news protection for them," Piercy said.
Also, make sure that kids who do
a stunning performance and a place club and was a four-year recipient of
stories and reports of serious injuthe Wilcox Rodeo Scholarship. In-- ries, he said. All risk of injuries to operate the equipment have knowamong the winners at the 1994
College National Finals Rodeo addition, she compiled an impresskids on the farm can't be eliminated, ledge and skill to operate it as well
accomplishof
list
school
high
ive
in
(CNFR) held recently Bozeman,
but there are things that can be done as emotional maturity to understand
Montana.ments as the All-Around Cowgirl
to help limit the risk. The challenge risks involved, he added.
Plowman, the reigning Ozark each of her four years at Virden (I11.)
Again, make some areas offto parents is to manage time with
Region Reserve All-Around CowHigh School, and was also named
— THIS. WEEK'S SPFA JAI -4-;
kids and provide valuable work limits for younger kids, especially
Miss Illinois High School Rodeo
girl, represented Murray State Uniexperience while ensuring their pesticide storage areas and grain
THURSDAY (All Day).
Queen.She currently rodeos profesversity at the CNFR and captured
safety.
bins where there is a possibility of
Spaghetti with Hearty Meat
Homemade
Our
sionally across a multi-state area.
I racing awards. She won
If possible, keep younger child- suffocation," Piercy said. Give'
' $1.75
French Bread
with
Served
Sauce
Majoring in pre-veterinary sci-go competition and placed
rstrte
ren out of the work area,Peircy said. older kids responsibility according
fourth in the average of all competi- ence, Plowman is an August 1994
Riding a tractor or standing around to size, strength, skill and maturity.
FRIDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
degree candidate at Murray State
tors, which included top participequipment is not really a good place
"Don't forget that kids are the
University, seeking a bachelor of
ants from across the 11 National
for young children.
Golden Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
most valuable of everything that is
science degree in agriculture. FuIntercollegiate Rodeo Association
Some precautions need to be raised on a farm," Piercy said.
$2.89
and Hush Puppies
ture plans include continuation of
regions.
taken when children do operate "Make a pledge to take an extra
suiRN
RIB
u-\\101,plowot
is
graduate studies at the University of
While a student at Murray State
ATVs (all-terrain vehicles). Make measure to ensure their safety this
Illinois at Champaign.
she was twice named the Outstandsure they wear a motorcycle-type summer."
\N
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Plowman wins rodeo awards
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Producers urged to consider options
Kentucky producers should con- acids than other summer, annual
sider the use of supplemental sum- grasses," Henning added. "Prussic
mer annuals for hay and pasture acid is another name for hydrogen
cyanide which can kill grazing
during dry, summer weather.
There are several options in Ken- animals under special conditions."7
Aicky for'supplemental hay or pas.--- -Sudan grass and sudan grass..•
hybrids are generally not as coarse
ture in the form of summer annual
forage plants, said Jimmy Henning, as sorghum sudan hybrids and are
less likely to contain such high
Extension forages specialist with
the University of Kentucky College levels of prussic acid, Henning said.
"Sudan grass usually produces
of Agriculture.
lower yields than sorghum sudan
These include sorghum sudan
hybrids, sudan grasses, pearl millet, grass hybrids; he said. "However,
foxtail or german millet, and soythey also have smaller stems, don't
beans. They will all produce some grow as high, are easier to cut for
hay or pasture in about 45 to 60
hay and less prone to trampling
under grazing."
days with some rainfall and nitrogen
Pearl millet is an annual grass
fertilization for the grasses, Henning said.
with smaller stems and is generally
Sorghum sudan grass hybrids are
leafier than a sorghum sudan grass
rapidly growing grasses whish prohybrid, Henning said. One advanduce a good quality forage if man- tage of pearl millet is that it does not
aged properly, he said. They have have the potential to cause toxic
large stems which can quickly be- levels of prussic acid and will
come tough and unpalatable if not regrow after cutting or titiiiiig.managed properly.
Foxtail, or german, millet does
"These are also much more likely
not regrow after cutting, especially
to contain toxic levels of prussic after a seedhead is formed, he

SATURDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
w./ Chili .99c
.49c
only
Hot Dogs
MONDAY All Day)
on a Hogie w/Chips$3.95
Sandwich
Infamous Deli

late-maturing soybean to get good
added. For this, reason, it is considyields at a reasonable cost"
ered a one-cut summer annual.
"Soybeans can also be used as an
For more information on the use
emergency source of forage during
supplemental forages, ask for the
of
dry conditions," Henning said."The
"Producing Annual
publications_
use of black bean soybean varietttesi-'-•
Emergency or Supplefor
Grasses
historically thought to be a haybean
mental Forage,"(AGR 88) at your
or forage bean, is generally not cosi
Extension office.
county
effective. Instead, use a full-season,
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BEST

$3.15

STEAES

IVES= 1{EIT=T • BEST STEM /11 WESTERN ItErmr

Quick response
steering system
Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hptol6hp
Five speed friction
power transfer

Completely Erecied, Including Concrete floors

Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

O

F it

/
0

s
E

Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

I. Sell-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0 C.
J ," plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2.10 headers
O 4.4 raised curt

1., CAP (12.20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2' CAR (2404)
LARGE 2' r CAR (24.30)

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you''1 i.cied to the
size of your mowing job
Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
From 25" to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard melels

•$949"

DON'T PAY'TIL
OCTOBER 1994
INTEREST FREE'

INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610 UP TO $3500

\VI
ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT

e

$3525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
S5,425

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!

PRIM START AT

We ofier you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area end Written Warranty.
Deluxe

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

WEDNESDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Grilled Ham '& Cheese w/Potato Salad -

SNAPPER

Owner, DWAIN WARREN

A 4' concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12 looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
Anchor bolts
C
'
in concrete
E Treated
E
bottom praurs
8
studs, 16 OC
Blandez
G 7
undersichng
H Masontle wood or vinyl siding

CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2'4 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2'. CAR (241130)

$1.99

I 5th & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm

4/c7 We are proud to use,_\-\
recycled newsprint.40[4e

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES

TUESDAY (Aft Day)
Our Famous Racer Burger with Fries

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR (it/AL
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753-2571
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Politics often the only agenda

nent,or proponent must be halfWhy does every event, stateway informed of the issue, otherment or agenda have to be
CROOKED LINES
wise their politicking will be in
political?
vain.
Lately, I've been asking myself
'Where there is no vision. the people perish.' ,
• The manipulation sneaks in
that question more and more.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
somewhere down the pike when
This paper is usually caught in
either type of -person begins to
the middle of community politics
make his .plea to the general
when one side calls to complain
,populace.
• about the tither. The side does not „.Ledger & Times Stqff Writer
Picture this, a couple of guys
necessarily have to -be a Demoare 'haying their routine cup of
crat or Republican. But we all tried to -show us students the --"would they hop CO'their- ponies
coffee at a local hangout. You
and head to tl32-Saloon or market
know every issue has at least two simple path to an answer.
know, everyone stops by. to
or whereverlaeople hung out and
sides.
I guess "the other, side" didn't
gather the day's gossip and chat a
The thing I just don't torn-' have any of those instructors, or • tell what the peat. general and
bit (about politics probably).
leadef of the nation had done?
.
pretterid, or maybe I don't want they choose to ignore it knowing
e all their statements POW-. , Anyway,'these. two gentleitten
to' comprehend, is that can't that tying an issue into knots ha
are engaged in.their friendly conwally
ally thotivated?
• someone 410. or. say . something political value too... •
versation when another man:
simply because that.is what they
Obviously, if you can:.make a - There are two types of motivaenters,and joins in the discusiron.
think, not' because someone is
tion, and a fine line between
story so complicated that people
_
Mr. Manipulator asks about the
•
motivation and manipulation.
pus.hing his or her political can't follow, they will jut sort of
wife and kids and grandkids. He
Some people are honestly into
buitftonsso
?
goalong because they 'don't want
says the men look great and
issues and have deep-seated feelmeone does -something
to feel stupid.
hopes they had a nice weekend.
ings on various topics. Obviously
,.
erroneously,
could
it
journalists
be
simply
is
Why
think
that
By DAVID -ESPO
Then he leans on the table and
--_that
will
person
appear
was
issues
ignor.
those
in
simple
short,
some
write
to
are-taught
Associated Press= Writer -looks really serious and begins,
.;
• I ant? Sure, but kthe other side" SCI1),ZtICCS and avoid using governmental body at one time or
- WASHINGTON (AP) — Ask Democratic Rep. Karen Shepherd
—
"Hey, dicryou all hear about what.
another, thus making,.the issue
• Po1.
it
wLJ.LcaH
ea
_ ,..3incornmon words. - if a campaign visit by President*Ctinton to ler"[Ttah-ccT1--igtessional
'happened -Friday - at..."
extravagant web .of how it_z•
other side" is always
'district would help this -fall, and the reply it...diplomatic:LI:
But the person is motivated by
The gentlemen take all this .
I
'llaPpened.
iwaKt.hg in_ the -wihgs for some•
_
,
.1n-_this election I intend to run on.my• record and 1 don'i think it.; -'Sometimes these. .people4all
14m/ion
in. They -raise an
4
thing to happen so they can lurch ' the issue, not the politics.
Will make any difference," says the first-term Democrat Whose (Lis.... -.,
ttie paper and start,
exPlaining 'up and scream about it. Then . Then there are people Who: eyebria.xor two and can't wait to
trict awarded Clinton only 31-Percent support iri.I_992.- "The voters •
tell someone .else.
-blow they think ay-event went those .individuals will find some don't even know about the plight
—teed-to;:tiepacate---the
Score one •far Mr.
.
persnparty- dotr -rnind---Avey-te--itiake•-4114--whcile. Weal _ sit,s.orne_k_ird listed
endan- Pose the same question to another Democratic first-termer, anT.-—1Vralpit/antin.
people calling- because I like to
political.
geredi.species. list or tpxiCwaste
- . the answer is equally- polite.
I'm not going to chastise anyhear who- they think.) •
Why? Doesn't "the other side" duinris, but-once it hits a legisla_ _
really think elections are between myself and my constione for any of the behavior previ_
can't help hearing the .i have enough gumption to stand
tive or bureaucratic agenda they
Auents," gays Rep. Karen Thurman of Florida. "I really don't bring
ously mentioned. -,People have voiees_of various college profesCon its oWn instead of sucking the are there with the vivacity of a
in people"7--to campaign.
been talking politics for hundreds
sors who would jump up and
five-year-old learning to ride a
life from the opposition?.- Mid freshman Rep. Tom Barlow of Kenta‘k,y_p-Ist, an oppo- -- down and ,flail..around the room
,of years; I doubt it will change.
bike.
When did all this political
.
.
••-••
nent of abortion who repre4nts part of a state where 'tobacco interHowever, when sitting at the
because l-was making things too ,hoopla begin?
Thai person is motivated by
•
ests are. Streng,-says- With some ,understatement that Clinton "has
complicated.
Did George Washington"f the politics --the issue is tecon- • coffee shop or in the breakroom
taken Posit-torts that haveict boosted his standing in our district and
When working through a probat-work, it might not 'be.,.; bad
political foes-lurk aroand-.heitind •,-.):Jaiy. More than likely, the issue
1 he .knows it."
....:I:Fain logic of dissecting a politiidea to consider the- source and
wagons waiting for him to be .un- gets in the way. You see, in order
1, As for his own race, he says;"
- I think-our4eopte are very.much
cal theoly, instructors always
preSidential? Then, if he did, to take a political stand,-an oppo- -the motivation.
focused_ on the elections in the fall as a congiessional race. The'
issues will be district issues: That is the referendum they want."
The huge class of 66 Democratic freshrrran elected with Clinton
X
• in 1992 is pointing toward
first re-election effort. There's plenty
of understated concern about Clinton, with his national approval
Vr•
• ratings hovering around 50 c;ercent. •
Some lawmakers are eager to embrace the president add his
record.
•
"I'd love to campaign with Aim:: says Rep. Carolyn Maloney of
New York,- who won election with 50 percent of the vote in 1992
— while Clinton piled up 69 percent in an area that stretches across
three boroughs.
"Domestic spending for New York city has gone up, not down.
... Ai a -woman, I'm very pleased with his pro-woman and family
_ policy."
Rep. Dan Hamburg of California says Clinton is "very popular"
in his district, and the primary election brochures he distributed
earlier this year featured a photograph of the president.
14
"If we don't hold seats like Mine in 1994, Bill Clinton's agenda
is in extreme jeopardy," he says.
'But he's cautious nonetheless: "I hive enough residual belief, in
the Democratic team that I plan to campaign on the successof the
president's policies as well as point out where I disagree with
ALICE ROUSE

•-•

General Manager

Stacey Crook

6

WASHINGTON TODAY

•

Political dilemma:
gwuth- or
from ...Bill

1-

•r—

But for others, Clinton's popularity isn't nearly as high. The
president gained 41 percent of the vote in 1992 in Thurman's district, which she barely carried with 49 percent.
Clinton won 48 percent in Barlow's western Kentucky district,
well below the congressman's 61 percent.
Much can change in the four months remaining until the election.
-Party leaders-are hoping to enart-teatth care-reforrn,-a- crime billand campaign finance changes — in addition to last year's deficit,
reduction bill, family leave legislation and North American Free
Trade Agreement — as a list of. accomplishments.
That would presumably give Democrats a solid record to point
to, and they could claim to have redeemed the promise they made
in the heady days after Clinton's victory in 1992: ending gridlock
in Washington.
But for now, Democrats fear a loss of as many as two dozen
seats in November, enough to jeopardize their ideological control
in a House that currently has 256 Democrats, 178 Republicans and
one independent.
Party leaders in the House say Clinton should prove to be in
asset in this fall's campaigns, but they're also careful to say the
1994 races arc not a referendum on his popularity.
'I'm not convinced that this is the year the president's popularity is going to be gauged in any major way. ... I don't think the
president's the story this year,' said Rep. Vic Fazio, the California 1
Democrat who is leading the party's housesamaignsomminee.,
And Rep. Richard Durbin, D-III., comfortably elected to his sixth
term in 1992, says, "I really think it is a mistake for Democrats to
believe that they can run as something other than Democrats.
"I think each of us can point to areas of independent thinking,
, separate from the administration. But by and large, I think most
I voters will go to the polls and keep in mind and remember what
,
our party affiliation is."

FROM OUR READERS
Fireworks were something to behold
Dear Editor:
To Briggs & Stratton on their Fourth of lily fireworks:
"Oh say, did we see?"
"Yes!! Yes!! Yes!!"
Howard and Sue Bazzell and family
Murray

Just drop us a line ...
•••

,

•

I/

0.14440011111.01~
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Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewriuen and doublespaced if possibk. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
-Warnif ff-Ktietti- Wers.
Letters should be addreued to: Leuer to the Editor. Murray-Ledger
& Times, P.O. Boa 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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`Surplus' not really a surplus
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
There was much congratulation
and celebration when the last
checks were deposited and the
state finished its 1994 fiscal year.
-in a written-statement,- GovBrereton Jones applauded his
own administration's "budget
surplus." Finance Secretary Pat
Mulloy's statement boasted that
"receipts exceeded the official
consensus revenue estimate."_.
The two are not the same:
The fiscal year ended on June
10 with the General Fund taking
in S4,647,078,322. That was 3.0
percent more than the 1993 fiscal
year.
But was it really $47.7 million
more than expected? Or $8 million more? Or was it $225 million short? Or even $276 million
short? That all depends on the
expectation.
The numbers can get
confusing.
There were at least five different estimates made for revenue
receipts. during 1994, at least
three of which were deemed
"official" at one time or another.
Actual revenue receipts for the
year were, in fact, $225 million
less than the first "official,'" estimate made when the budget was
created.
.
May 1992, the revenue estimate for 1994 was $4872 billion.
By March 1993, that estimate

•

'
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CAPITOL

He also mentioned record numbers of new jobs created, low
unemployment and high per capita income, which can translate
into more money for the state.
Jones did notice the difference
in a brief interview.
"As you eliminate employees,
you have savings from those
employees," he said. "And as
you get other receipts, of course,
then you get--additional_ income
_
into state government."
But' some numbers that had
been fuzzy in the past were
cleared up during the year just
ended.
For several years, the state had
been holding on to millions of
dollars of income tax refunds
until after June 30 rolled around
to avoid a real budget deficit.
But this year, all pending
refunds were paid on time before
June 30, which clears the books
and has two added benefits. One
is that any future growth in
income tax receipts can go to the
bottom line and, should disaster
strike again, refunds can once
again be held in an emergency.
And the state has a specific
budget reserve trust fund (which
is- separate from any "surplus")
approaching $90 million.
_

IDEAS

Mark R, Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
was raised to $4.923 billion. In
August 1993, it was slashed to
S4.608 billion. The "official consensus" forecast of $4.599 billion was made lb April 1994. An
unofficial consensus forecast of
S4.639 billion was made in June
1994.
The difference was because the
estimate was cut, not because
revenue increased.
But is it really a surplus? A
surplus implies two sides of a
ledger — assets or receipts
exceeding liabilities or expenditures. This is only the receipt
side.
Had receipts failed to reach the
estimate, it would have been a
revenue shortfall. A budget deficit — something the Kentucky
Constitution does not allow —
would have occurred if spending
was not cut. As it stands, there
almost certainly will be a budget
surplus, but that,will depend on
haw nhIch 11/11 spcm during the
year and the state's books on
spending don't generally get
closed foi several Weeks after the

'
•
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end of the year. The state is much
more efficient at collecting
money than paying it.
Even state government finds it
hard to spend all its money from
one year to the next. And there
were nearly $300 million in cuts
earlier this year to accommodate
the lower revenue expectations.
Some of those were nor really
spending cuts, either. They
involved delays in selling bonds
and the resulting debt service,
transfers of millions of dollars
from savings in specific programs
to general spending and some
accounting sleight of hand.
Still, the praise flowed from
the Jones administration for the
fiscal responsibility of the Jones
administration.
Jones used a standard statement about how his admiIlistration has been cutting the fulltime, permanent work force in
state government in the 2% years

Once he mot/MIX

Mark R. Chelliren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.

But that has nothing to do with
how much money the state gets
in tax receipts.
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Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday,
July 12, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Free sitter service, during meetings is provided ,by Shared
Care Adult Day Program, but persons should contact Susan Plunkett,
11PN,- at 762-0576, by. Monday at.4 p.m:For mbreiinformatiok call
Joretts Randoliklit 753'1.5561,or Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W.,r at'boSpital,
762-1100.

Kimberly Darnell.and
Chri9topher Scutt to many'

Darnell-Scott wedding
vows to be said Aug. 20

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will-meet-Tuesday, July 12,
aL7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Erica Stephens will talk
about "Big Town vs. Small Town." On Thursday, Joly 14, the singles
will meet at 5:30 p.m_ at Cha,ruber of Commerce to so to EI:Chicp's
Restaurant, Paducah, for dinner and dancing. The SW-is- a-nonprofit,
nondenominational,. support and social group for -single adults,
seliarated,_divoiteS or widowed. For -mote
whether -always
•
information callJeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

moo
Mr.1 and Mrs. Howard Allen Hill

Brown and- Hill wedding
vo
dinzcerem n

Dorcas - class social on. Thursday
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First baptist Church will have a
Tittrrsdar-titir-14, at 1-1',30-eTtft-atRoberta Tarry and Opal Giltner are teachers. Hcloise Roberts, class
president, urges all memberssto attend.
Calloway

Middle foram Thursday

Calloway County Middle School will host an open forum oh Thursday, July 14, at 6:30 p.m. This will deal with qualities for the -new
principal. All interested per-sons are invited to 'attend.

Fair Teen Pageant• planned
•.. The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will bo.Sunday„July 24, at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School. Contestants must reach--age-1-3--by- Oct. 31, 19944 and cannot reach age 16
by Oct. 31, 1994. Entries Must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
Registration will be from 2 to 2:30 p.m. and the pageant will begin at,
3 p.m. For more informatiort call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Lynette
Mann at 753-1706.

Freedom Fest items still on sale
Freedom Fest '94 t-shirts, ball caps and tote bags are-still available
at the Murray Tosm,•Commission office, located in the Commerce
Centre, 805 -North 12th St., Murray. During the postyreedom Fest
sale, '93 and '94 t-shirts will be only $5, while ball caps'and tote bags
will be $4 each. For information on the t-shirt sizes still available call
753-5171.

Oak Grove plans revival
Oak GrOve Baptist Church, located two miles 'from Crossland, is
holding revival services through Friday, July 15. The Rev. Paul
Veazey is the evangelist for services at 7:30 p.m., Monday,through
Friday. Jimmy Key will direct the music with Jennifer Billington as
pianist. The Rev. H.D. Hudson, interim pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Barnett family reunion July 16
-The family of John. arid Focationtus-Rarnett will have a rtuiiioil on
Saturday, July 16, at the Hazel Commvity Center. The hours will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A basket dinner will be served. All family and
friends are invited.

Kimberly DaWn Brown arr.:II-toward Allen Hill were Min-tied Saturday, June 11, at Heartland Wedding Chapel in the Great Smoky
Mountains.
,
. The bride is-the daughter of Mrs. Nana Cothran of Murray and
Tommy Brown of Paducah.
The groom is The son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hill'of Murray.
The new Mrs. Hillis -a 1989 graduate of Calloway -County High
School and is now attending, Ezell's Cosmetology School.
Mr. Hill, a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High Schicol, woksat Cunningham's Auto Repair.,
The couple is now residing on Rt. 5;--,Miarray.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

,
East Ruth Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.; Mrs
Three newborn admissions and
Frances Clark, 833 Glendale_ Rd ,
dismigsais at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Murray,
• • •
July 7, have beeii- released as follows:
Newborn admissions 'Tipton baby giyl, parents, Amanda
and David, Rt. 7, Box 120, Mayfield;
Hamlet baby girl, parents. Jolinda
and Mitchel, Rt. 10, Box 196A, Benton;
Gore baby boy,'parents, Gay and
Teddy, P.O. Box 153, Puryear, Tenn,
Dismissals
Mrs. Metigta Garland and baby boy,
312 North Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Fatuma Abdulkerim, 1008 B Northwood
Or,, Murray;
Mrs. Cammie C. Lovin, 416 South
16th St., Murray; Alton Hargrove, 1001

Ladies plan golf
and bridge pl.xay,
at the Oaks Club

•••

Holland reunion on July 16
-The Holland family reunion will be Saturday,-July 16; from 1 to 4
p.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Dinner will be
served at Seven Seas at 5 p.m. This reunion is for all descendants of
Daniel Holland. Mary Holland Lancaster of Oak Ridge, Tenn., Thomas Richard Holland of Barlesville, Okla., and Robert Bruce Holland
of Phoenix, Ariz., have been instrumental in gathering Holland
genealogy information and getting members of the Holland clan
together. They plan to be at the reunion on July 16. For more information contact Mary Holland Goodwin at 753-7817 or Prentice Holland
at 753-7259.

Golf „Tournament date changed
fitie Men's Invitational Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club will
be held July 16 and 17 instead of July 23 and 24. Persons may pick up
entry forms for this limited field tournament at the Oaks Pro Shop.
For information call 75-3-6454.

Woman's Club cookbooks on sale
• Murray Woman's Club cookbooks continue to be on sale at several
places in Murray. The book features recipes from all previous cookbook publications by the club and also historical photographs. The
cost is $15 each with proceeds to go for the upkeep of the club house,
built in the early 1940s. Cookbooks are available at Downtown
`branch of-Bank of Murray, North Branch of Peoples Bank, Owen's
Orocery, Pier 1, Treasure House, Calloway County Public Library, and
from any member of the Murray Woman's Club.

Crystal Gail
Black is born
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Black of
Rt. 6, Box 134, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Crystal
Gail Black, born on Tuesday,
June 28, at 7:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby Weighed eight
pounds 11 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Tammy Boyd. A brother
is Dustin, 5.
Grandparents are Bobby and
Gail Boyd of_ijt .is. Murray, and
Clemmie PAO and the late
Harlan Bleat 'Of Rt. 1,
Farmington.

Ladies' day events at the. Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 13.
Bridge will be played at 9-a.m.
with Urbena Koenen as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Peggy Noel and Lennie
• Hooks as hostesses.
If you desire to play golf,
please call one of the hostesses or
come and be paired at the tee.
. Winners of the golf scramble
On July 6 have been released by
Crystal Parks, hostess, as
• follows:
First place tie — Ada Roberts,
LaVerne Claxton and Bobbie
Burks;
First place tie — Della Miller,
Shelly Miller and Crystal Parks;
Second place — Nancy.
Rogers, Pam Kelly and Diana
Cothran.

Logan- Hunter
Gardner born

Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Gardner
of Rt. 7, [fox 369, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Logan Hunter G,ardner, born on Thursday,
June 30, at 7:34p.m. at-MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 10 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Jody Lambert.
Grandparents are Doug and
Vickic Lambert or RI. 7: Murray,
Joan Hill of Puryear, Tenn., and
Dan and Pam Gardner of Rt. 8,
-Murray.",

Tri State Ladies
Golf Tournament
on Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will host the Tri State Golf
Tournament on Wednesday, July
13.
Veneta Sexton and her Tournament Committee will be in
charge of the day's activities.
The regular ladies' golf play
will not be held this week.
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OF...unn AY AND CALIOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500

1205B Chestnut •

Tuesday, July 12
Monday, July 11
THEOS/2 p--.m./Annex of Callcakay
Murray State UniVersity Rodeo BoosCounty- Public- Library.
ter Club/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Exposition Center. Info/489-2227.
Women's Club w/Katherine Ray/9:_30
South Pleasant Grove United
a.m.
Methodist Church Women/6:30
p m./Shoney's.
Calloway County Public Library "
Women's Disability Support events include Parents and Twos/9,30
a.m. and Story -Hour/10:30 a.m.
Group/1:3 p.m./Center for Accessible
Social Security representative/10:30 Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Murray.
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway - County
Info/753-7676.
Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder -Public Library.
Support Group/6:30 p.m./St.' John's Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
EpiocoparChurch. Info/753-1907,.ask. of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hill.
- for Kathy.
Single Too/6 p.m./Pagliars. Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Info/7537663 or 753-0251.
Parents Anbnymousi6 p.m.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
Info/753-0082.
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m ./Martin's
Hazel Center/open 1,0. a.rit.,2 p.m. for
Chapel United Methodist Church.
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky $34,
weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
First Presbyterian Church/6
- senior citizens' activities.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8 _Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
p.m./Hardin Library. Info/1:527-7098.
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Murray Lions .Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Community Center.
Woman's Club House.
Shiloh Christian Assembly fellowship
Scottish Dancing/7 p.m /First Preservice/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events sbyterian Church.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m
indude. Christiart Eduratinn/7 psn..
Memorial Baptist ,Church events -- Weeks Centkr/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for senior citizens' activities:
include Sunday School Study Group/7
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
p.m.; - Puppets/8 p.m.
- First United Methodist Church events •senior citizens' activitiesAlcoholics Anonymous/open
include Reach-Out Callers 11/4 p.m.
meeting/8_ p.m./American Legion Hall,
First Baptist Church events include
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Betty Sledd Picnic w/Joni Elrod and
Murray.
Summer Bible College for Youth/6:30
Memorial Baptist Church- events
p.m.
include First Place Class/7 p.m
First Christian Church events include
First United methodist Churth events
BOy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
include First Place/7 p.m
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
First Christian Church events include
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion BuildReunion Group/8 a.m.; CWF Group
ing, South Sixth- and Maple Streets.
11/10:30" a.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
First Baptist church events- include
wrather west Kentucky Museum
Parents' Day 0uV9 a.m and 3 p.m.:
open/1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Admission free.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support _Sharon Wells Group w/Opal Giltner
noon; Summer Bible College for
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, PaduYouth/6:30 p.m.
cah, Info/1-502-444-2685.
St. John Episcopal Church events
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
include Evening Prayer/515 p m
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
p al./basement classroom, -Westetn
Land Between the Lakes events
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
include Meal Preparation/10
a.m.-noon, What's for Dinenr?/12:30
Tuesday, July 12
"Preventing.Crime in the Workplace", .P..111../.110,1nepteqe_-_1851L Deer Up_
Close/10 a.m., Eagles Up Close/2
special seminar and forum/7
Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m /Calloway County Public Library.
shno-Dexter Fire District meeting/7 p.m./Woodlands Nature Center; Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1, - 2 and 3
p m./Temple Hill United Methodist
p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Church.

Take Pleasure in Announcing
the Association of

1st Pair Regular Price

Pierfintols.

CALENDAR

Sally Holt Chaney, M.D. and Staff
of Obstetrics & Gynecology of Paducah, PSC

Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes

•

Clore M. Dirksen
bride-elect of
Mark Boggess
.1 has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Mr-3. and Mrs. Hyland Darnell of Col_dwater _announce the
--approuching:martiage Ortheir daughter, Kimberly.Darnell, to ChristO,
.iihet" Scott, son - of Mr, and Mrs. JameS". Lee Scott qf Murray.
Miss Darnell is the ,granddauglueraf Mr_ and Mrs. flavit Pendergrass of COldwater and Jesse Darnell of Murray and Iffe.Tate 14rs: Iva
Peay Darnell.
-•
Ml. Scott is the-gram:Won of -Mrs.. Ethel Farris and Mr.- aid Mrs.
lames Mitchuson, all of Murray, and the late Sam „Scott:
.
The btide-elect is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is employed at Murray Lumber Company.
ir
e
P713• LtErualf _Of Calloway County High _
----------Sc. He
employed-TY Murray
company and is also amembet of Calloway CoOrrty Fire-Rescue.
The wedding. will be Saturday, Aug. 20, at 3 p.m, at Murray
Woman's Club House; a
A reception will follow the ceremony.
- Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends.
are invited to attend.
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Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday

Kelley Dawne. Clark, M.D.
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The annual meeting of the Outland Cemetery has been changed
from Wednesday, July 13, to Wednesday, Sept. 14. Persons wishing to
make donations now may mail them to Betty 04 Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray, Ky. 4.20711
I
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

For the Practice of
Obstetric? and Gynecology
Beginning July 11, 1994,

0

For Appointment Call: 502-443-1220
2501 Broadway. Paducah, Ky. 42001
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Sweden, Bulgaria ride into semifinals
have come around, convinced
their team knows a thing or two
about this game.
The World Cup began more
than three weeks ago with 24
teams and is now down to a precious four.
By FRED UEF
The last semifinalists were put
AP Sports Writer
in place Sunday, with two of the
Swedish and Bulgarian are lantoutnament's most riveting
guages in demand at the World
games.
.„
,
Cup,. German is gut, the country's
Bulgaria, ordinarily noted more
hopes for a second straight title,'
for its weightlifters than. soccer
left like .a wreck on the autobahn.
players, beat Germany 2-1 in East
ltalyrs Roberto Lingle is hailRutherford,- N.J., in one of the
ed as a Michelangelo of foscer. great
upsets in World Cup
And even. in the Brazil the cntics
history.

'90 champion
Germany out

••••••.^.•7

•

•
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WORLD CUP '94
Sweden's victory carried more
of a theatrical than historical wallop. The Swedes defeated Romania 5-4 in penalty kicks after-regulation and overtime ended 2-2 in
Stanford, Calif.
,
'Swedish goalkeeper _Thomas
Ravelli made the-final save, with
the penalty kicks having gone to
sudden-death. Tlies exhausted
Romanian ptiyerS lay flat on
their backs, covering their faces.
Some
, left the field in tears.-

"This was a heart "attack
match," Romania coach Anghel
lordancscu said.
On Wednesday, Bulgaria will
play Italy at Giants Stadium and
Brazil will face Sweden in the
Rose Boil at Pasadena, Calif.
Sweden and Brazil drew 1-1 in
the first round, prompting the
first rematch in a World Cup
since 1982. Sweden's best World
Cup finish was in 1958, when it
was runper-up. Act
.•

4.

.•
"By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer., —
After opening the season 13-1,
the Atlanta Braves—looked
like -..
runaway winners in the NI_
East:Now look who's in second place. •
. Atlanta, is. looking up in the
standings for the first time since
Sept. 9 of last season. The Montreal Expos finally caught the
Braves after nipping at their heels
for the past month.
. Montreal, which trailed Atlanta
by 8Y2 games befen•e7-the season
was event a month old, won their .
fourth straight game Sunday, an,
8-2 victory Over the San Diego,
Padres.
Wil Cordero, named to replace
Cincinnati's Barry Larkin- on the NL's All-Star team . before the
game, hit his first career grand
slam as the Epos completed a
four-game sweep of the Padres.
"Things have really come
together for this team," Cordero
said. "Things have'cerne together
for me. I mean, making the AllStar team is just unbelievable.,
This is something you dream
for."
The Expos, who outscorecrthe
Padres 34-3 in the series, have
been a nightmare for the Padres.
Sunday's win was Montreal's
ninth straight over San Diego,
and the Expos' 19th in 21 games with the Padres.
'""We-- could- have been playing
anybody the way we were playing," Montreal manager Felipe
_
Alou said.-

CHAMPIONSHIP
Sunday, July 17
At Pasadena, COIL
Semifinal winners, 2:35 p.m. •

.Sea Pagli-

'

ALL-STAR GAME

Thomas,. Griffey
..lead -game's.
recOttl-c

-1
1. •
.11y- HANK KURZ Jr.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

MAKING THE PLAY — Cliff Damen, catcher for the Murray Gold team, secures a force
out at home against
the Marshall County Mavericks team in a little league tournament game Saturday
et the Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Tribe looking to hold lead

Fan, manager
voting differ
on NL roster
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Only three National League
starters in Tuesday night's AllStar game — Matt Williams,
Barry Bonds and Mike Piazza
— also are the choices of
managers in an AP poll.
In the -AL, there was -agree-- •
ment on seven of the eight
starters, with the managers '
selecting Cleveland outfielder
Albert Belle over the fans'
choice of Toronto's Joe Carter.
St. Louis first baseman
Gregg lotteries wasn't named •
by a single manager and
Atlanta outfielder David Justice and St. Louis shortstop
Ozzie Smith were mentioned
only once. Philadelphia outfielder Lenny Dykstra was
picked just twice and Phillies
second baseman Mariano Duncan three times.

Thanks to the schedule — or
perhaps curses to it — the teams
will decide the upper hand immediately after the break. Chicago,
holding a 3-1 advantage, will
meet Cleveland eight times in the
By • DICK BRINSTER
first 11 days back to complete
AP Sports Writer
their season series.
For the Indians, it's been more
The Cleveland Indians will not
use the All-Star break to cele- than the offensive thrust of Allbrate their shocking occupancy a -Stars 'Albert—Bete-- and - Kennyfirst place in the American Lofton. Morris, a questionable
free agent signec who has won
League Central.
,Mght games, and Mark Clark
They will be thinking about
have joined Dennis Martinez and
staying in the race in the second
Charles
Nagy to give Cleveland a
half
a rarity on the shores of
Lake Erie, where nary a champ- solid- starting rotation.
On Sunday,' Clark
With
ionship flag has flown in 40 seaMorris warming up in case —
sons — and the Chicago White
braved a sore neck to pitch eight
Sox.
strong innings as the Indians beat
"We recognize that we haven't the Minnesota Twins 9-,1.
"I woke pp (Saturday) and my
played well against them," pitcher Jack Morris said Sunday after neck was stiff. Later in the day, I
the Indians retained a lead of two couldn't turn my neck," said
percentage points over the White Clark (10-3), who allowed six
Sox "We're going to have to hits, walked none and struck out,
tour. "I couldn't even play catch.
turCit around."

Cleveland, Sox
ready to battle

"I still felt stiff today. But
once the game started, I think the
adrenalin kicked in.
"I was hitting my spots. I had
the best split-finger I've had all
year. All my pitches — sinker,
fastball in, changeup — I had
them all going ... my best stuff
all season."
While Clark held the Twins at
bay, Lofton was busy proving
why he is an All-Star. He had a
homer among four hits and drove
in four runs. '
Lofton homered off Scott
Erickson (8-7) in the first inning;
his 10th after hitting only six in
each of his first two big-league.
seasons.
Carlos Baerga, Jim Thome and
Sandy Alomar Jr. also homered
for the Indians, in first place at
the break for the first 'time since
1959. Cleveland (51-33) has its
best record at the break since
1954, when it was 56-27 and
went on to win its most recent
pennant.

'Sports Writer ,
Frank Thomas is chasing The
Babe, Matt Williams' and Ken
Griffey Jr. are challenging Roger
/'• Mans and Chuck Knoblauch is in
hot pursuit of Earl Webb.
The baseball has- been bouncing around
and out of — every
ballpark with surprising regularity this season, and some of the
game's most cherished records
are in jeopardy of falling — provided a strike doesn't spoil
Either way, it's only halfway
over and already a, season to
remember.
-Thomas' season has been
-obscured by Lee Smith, Griffey,
• Jeff-Bagwell and Williams, but
.the leader board shows that he's
second to none.
,
The 1993 AL MVP ranks, in
the top four in all of the league's
offensive categories except steals
and triples. He leads in hitting
(.383),• slugging (.795), on-base
average (.515), runs (93), walks
(84) and total bases (241), and is
second in homers (32) and hits
.(116).,
•
Among the marks -within his
sights are Babe Ruth's majorleague standard of 170 walks, set
in 1923, and 457 total bases, set
In 1921, and-Ruth's AL record -of
17-7 runs, also set in 1921.
-911, and his 32 homers are tied
_for the seventh most in history at

Compare The Quality - Compare the Price.
OPEN
Mon Fn
5
Siff 71VOD7f —"— *Oa IridU11,1-61144.-

WAREHOUSE TIRE

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price

RESERVES
C—Mickey Tenleton, Detroit
Infielders—Will Clark, Texas; Scott Cooper, Boston; Travis Fryman, Detroit; Chuck Knoblauch. Minnesota
Outfielders—Albert Belle, Cleveland: Chit Davis, California; Kenny Lotion, Cleveland; Paul
Molitor, Toronto; Paul O'Neill, New York; Ruben Sierra, Oakland
PITCHERS
Wilson Alvarez, Chicago; Jason Bete, Chicago; Ricky Bones, Milwaukee; David Cone, Kansas
City; Pat Hempen, Toronto; Randy Johnson, Seattle; Jimmy Key, Ne* York; Mike Mussina, Baltimore; Lee Smith, Baltimore

NATIONAL LEAGUE
STARTERS
C—Mike Piazza, Los Angeles
1B—Gregg Jetleries, St, Louis
28—Mariano Duncan, Philadelphia
• 38—Matt Williams, San Francisco
SS—Ozzie Smith, Si. Louis
OF—Barry Bonds, San Francisco; x-Lenny Dykstra, Philadelphia; David Justice,
Atlanta
RESERVES
C--Darrin Fletcher, Montreal
Inflelders—Jet BagWell, Houston; Craig Biagio, Houston; Ken C.ernoniti, Houston; Carlos Garcia, Pittsburgh; Barry Larkin, Cincinnati; Fred lAcGnfl, Atlanta
Ouffletdent--Moises Alou. Montreal; Dante (lichen., Colorado; Jell Conine, Florida; Tony
Gwynn, San Diego; y-Marquis -Grissom, Montreal.
PITCHERS
y-Rod Beck, San Francisco; Doug Drabek, Houston; Ken Hill, Montreal; John Hudak. Houston;
Danny Jackson, Philadelphia: Doug_ Jones, Philadelphia; Greg Maddux, Atlanta; Randy Myers,
Chicsao; x-Jose' Rip, Cincinnati; Bret Saberbagen, New York
x -injured, will not ;gay..
y-injury replacement,

* * *

• Daily & Weekly Rentals

For Installation and Servict,
512 South 12th St., Murray

Murray ;-757-111'i-

* ***

• (all Us I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
I ast Maui St.

753-4461

•.•

•

Page 7

C—Ivan Rodriguez, Texas
18—Frank Thomas, Chicago
28—Roberto Alomar, Toronto
38—Wade Boggs, New York,
SS—Cal Ripken, Baltimore
OF—Joe Carter, Toronto; Ken Grifiey Jr., Seattle; Kirby Puckett, Minnesota

• Clean, Dependable tar.

Call 7534563

•See

AMERICAN LEAGUE
STARTERS

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

the break since the All-Star Game
began in 1933) and just one
behind -Griffey and-Williams in
their pursuit of Mans' record 41homers; set in 1961.
Mans, incidentally,- had' 31
homers at the break in '61.
Griffey and ,Williams, meanwhile, share third place in history
with 33 homers at this stage of
the season. Only Reggie Jackson,
with 37, and Frank Howard, 34,
had more at the break, both having achieved those numIzers in
1969.
Williams' 33, by the way, are a
National League record, bettering
the 11 of Willie Mays (1954),
Mike Schmidt (1979) and Kevin
Mitchell (1989).
Kenny Lofton came into 1994 with six homers in 316 career
games. He hit his 10th of the season, a soli; shot, in his 83rd game
on Sunday, then added three
more RBIs in the game, boosting
his total to 43, also a career high.
And Moises Alou, who had 18
homers and 85 RBIs last season,
hit home .run Nos. 17 and 18 on
Sunday, pushing his RBI total to
59. He's also hitting .331.
While engorged home run totals have once again prompted
speculation of a livelier ball.
Greg Maddux has -a number that
defies the notion — 1.80.

All-Star Rosters

,

* * * *

'THIRD PLACE
Saturday, July 16
At Pasadena, Calif.
Semifinal losers, 235 p.m.

ft

Early run
by Braves
forgotten

*

SEMIFINALS
Wednesday, July 13
At East Rutherford, N.J.
Italy vs. Bulgaria, 3:05 lp.m.
At Pasadena, Calif.
Brazil vs. Sweden, 6:35 p.m.

",.

Expos lead Atlanta

- •7

Italy and Brazil,-- both threetime champions, won ..Semifinal
spots Saturday, although neither
had an easy time. Italy downed
Spain 2-1 in-Foxboro, Mass., and
Brazil edged the Netherlands 3-2
in Dallas.
The Italians were saved again
by Baggio, deemed ,a saint in
some quarters in Italy. With the
score 1-1 and less- than three
minutes left, he took a looping
pass from Giuseppe Signori,
dribbled past the charging goalk-,
eeper and curled a shot into the
net.

,0 I

•

• ••

I•
•

•

.
.
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Local swim team QD we are proud to kne
9r""lednewsmint
sets records, but '
winds up second

SPORTS

BRIEFS
Larkin, Rijo will skip All-Star.game
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Cincinnati shortstop Barry Larkin and
pitcher Jose Rijo will skip Tuesday night's All-Star game to rest
elbow injuries: NL manager Jim Fregosi of Philadelphia seteeted
Montreal shortstop 1Vit'Corder° and San Francisco reliever ftod
Beck as replacements.

McCumber wins Anheuser-Busch Classic

Miff

7

WILLIAMSBURG, Vc,(AP) — Mark McCumber endecka fiveyear winless drought Sunday, chipping in for birdies on Nos. 15
and 16 en route to a 5-under-par 66 and a three-stroke victory in
the Anheuser-Busch Classic.
McCumber, who also won the Anheuser-Busch in 1987_ had a
17-under 267 .total on the Kingsmill course. He earned $1-98,000
for his eighth weer victory. Glen Day ,closed with a 66 to finish
second at 270.
Justin Leonard, the NCAA Champion from Texas.playing in his
third professional event, shot a 69 to finish third at 272. He earned_
S74,800 to-gain limited playing privileges for the rest Of the seiSon.

13
N.J.
65 sp.m.

f

i:35 p.m.
16

Raveling appears headed to Seton HallTRENTON, N.J. (AP) — Southern Cal coach George lka-veling,

17

35 p.m..

turned-down in his request for more money, is expected to accept
, an offer -to replaix PJ. Carlesinio's at Seton Hall, The Star-Ledger
of Newark said today. Carlesimo left the school to coach the
NBA's Portland Trail Blazers.

Notre Dame joins Big East Conference
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11 World Cup...
FROM PAGE 6
goal," Branco said.
The Brazilians played plodding
The Germans did not, meet
soccer in a scoreless first half , their moment of truth sceconvincbefore Romario' and Hebei° ingly. They are Three-time
scored in a dazzling sequence 10 champions and have played in the
minutes apart. The Dutch
last three World Cup title games.
responded behind goals from
But Sunday they were caught by
Dennis Bergkamp and Aron
Bulgaria, which until this tournaWinter.
ment had never won a game in
- That left matters to Branco, the five trips to the World Cup.
Substitute defender who replaced
"I think the world will realize
the suspended Leonardo. His that we have some very classy
28-yard free kick in the 81st soccer players in Bulgaria," Bulminute was right on the money. garian star Hristo Stoitchkov
"It was a put-up or shut-up said.

111 Thomas, Griffey...
That's his ERA, and it's more
than a run tenet- than any other
pitcher's. hat also why, with an
11-5 record, he's still in the running to match Koufax's standard
of three straight -Cy Young
Awards.
Jimmy Key, Ken Hill and Mike
Mussina have all won 13 games,
Smith has saved 29 and Randy
Johnson is exactly halfway to 300

strikeouts, but the hitters are hayin
success that most pitching records seem pretty safe.
Offensively, though, it's
another story.
Knoblauch, Craig Biggio, Larry Walker and Albert Belle have
at least 32 doubles apiece, with
Knoblauch's 37 putting him on
pace to break yebb's record of
67, established 63 years ago. And
Biggio got two Sunday for a total
of 35.

land; Paul

e, Kansas
sina, Bab-

OSPEL
• MEET/Ng

I Justice,

wlos Garsla; Tony

Houston;
tly Wars.
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athuthrce h of Christ
Coftwater C
Yu.ry 17-20

••

Gary
Colley

• Golf Lessons - $15 •

Practice Range
Miniature Golf

Golf

9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5.00
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes
$4.0,..
18 Holes
$7.00
Carts $3.00 ea. 9 Holes

$1.75

753-1152

$1.00, $2.00 & $3.50 Buckets
Batting Cages
50c

N. 16th St., Murray

World of Sound
32 years in business speaks'bud'and cte r. Don't be misled by
short timers)n business. We sell for less because of our low
overhead.
Car & home stereos by Pioneer,JVC,MIX,Infinity, Kenwood,
Cermn Vega. Orion. Sentrek, Panasonic, Sanyo plus more
We.can special order any nainebrandetnerchardise-and-save you mohey.
Folks: be a wise buyer - SHOP ANOtCOMPARE
Professional Installation On Car Stereos
Murray • 753-5865 • MCNIsa
222 S. 12th

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
i or Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
7%.4-2380
Hwy. 611 N. Olympic Pla.

71

ORFirBOAR
Sponsored By:.

utcli

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
- 759-9888
Good service,
coverage,
- good
•.
good price-.
Like a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there.
State Farm
Sites Farm Mawance Companies •
How dices Blom* 'njiln _Um*
insurance.

es's'ertbatt
serviv cafrie,„. sty,

44444 O&M.

.11

MAJOR LEAGUES
American Lesigue
Ail Times COT
Ewa DiVi01011
W
L
New York
50 35
Baltimore
50. 36
Boston
42 44
Detroit
40 47
38 48
Toronto
Control Division
W 'L
51
33
Cleveland
52 34
Chicago
45 42
Kansas City
42 44
nnesota
kehisauktie
39 48
West Division
W
I.
42 45
Texas
39 48
Oakland
38 51
Caiforrow
37 50
Seattle
Sunday's Game*
Boston 9. Seattle 2
Toronto 7, Kansas City 3
Detroit 6. Texas 5
California 9. New York 6
Oakland 5, Baltimore 4
Chicago 7, kerraukee 2
CleirMand 9, kinriesota 1
Monday's Gunn
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Gimes
All-Star Game at Pittsburgh. 7 p.m

Pct. GB
.588 —
581
488 BY.
460 11
.442 174
Pct.
607
.605
.517
488
448

GB
—
-7'.4
10
134

Pet. GO
.483 —
.448 3
427 5
425 5

Notional League
East Division
W
I Pet. GB
621- —
54 33
khinlrsal
612 1
33
52
Atlanta
41 47
466 13'.5
Flonda
47
466 13,4
41
Philadelphia
460 14
40 47
New York
Central Division
W
I. Pct. GB
'52 35 .598 —
Ononnah
50 38 .568 27.•
Houston
500 5'4
42 42
St Louis
41 45 .477 10'4
Pittsburgh
• 36 50 .419 T5'4
Chicago
West Division
L Pct. GB
'W
46 42 .523 —
Los Angeles
42 48 .467 5
Colorado
39 50 .438 7'4
San Franosco
35 54 .393
San Dego
Gamin
Sunday's
St Louis 6. Atlanta. 1
Pittsburgh 7, Cincinnati 6, 11 innings
New York 5, Los Angeles 1
Montreal B. San Diego 2
San Francisco 2. Philadelphia 1 10 innings
Flonda 6, Colorado 4
Houston 5, Chicago 3
Monday's Genies
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Ail-Star Game ..at Pittsburgh, 7 p.m

DAILY LUNCH SPECIAL

•

Study-9:30 a.m. / Won/up-10:1i a.m.
Sunday Evenini-6 p.m. Et Mon.-Wed-7:30 p.m.

Only

Includes:-

• Your Choice of One Meat
• Two Vegetables Or Casseroles $
• Dinner Roll or Cornbread
Plus Tax
• Drink
'•
Served Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 2'pan.

90

wy. /21 North • Murray • 753-2348

.
÷
PUBLIC MEETINGS
SHORELINE MANAGEMENT
INITIATIVE
TVA is changing the way it manages the shoreline
around its lakes and would like your opinion...
How can TVA do a better job?
What changes should be made?
How should the shoreline be used?

PLEASE PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING MEETINGS IN `AMR AREA
FROM 7:00 PM. TO 10:00 PM.'"
Blountville, TN •
Central High School
June 20

Knoxville, TN
Farragut High School
Jtily 11

Dandridge, TN
Jefferson County High School
June 21

Sweetwater, TN
Sweetwater Jr. High School
July 12

Clinton, TN
Anderson County High School
June 23

Murphy, NC
Murphy High School
July 14

Muscle Shoals, AL
Muscle Shoals High School
June 27

Murray, KY
Murray High School
July 18

• Decatur, AL
Oak Park Middle School
June 28

Parsons, TN
Parson Riverside High School
July 19

luka, MS
Burnsville Middle School
June 30

Guntersville, AL
Guntersville High School
July 25

Annual Percentage Yield'

r

$500 minimum deposit Interest rate is 4 55% for 1 year
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal
Offered as of 6 20 94 Ratessublect to change

-REPUBLIC
Savings Bank

Harrison, TN
Central High School
July26

of Austin, Texas
•
Sunday:

1

90-

LEAGUE IL__

In a Park League 11 Iburnament game Sunday-, Zax topped Lee
Marine 20-10. For Zax, Dustin Smith had five singles; Foster Logan
had three singles and an inside-the-park home run; Brandon Stone,
Jordyn Dublin and Josh Byte all had four singles; Drew4Ayd1t
doubled, tripled and homered; Blake Hoover had two singles •and,a
home run; Brandon Steel had two singles and a triple and Chase
Futrell had two singles and a-double. For Lee Marine, Trey Mason
had three singles and a double, Kyle Erwin had four singles, Jessee
Turner bad two singles and a double and Dominqaue Hudspeth and
Doug Wright both' had two singles.
•On Saturday. Zax won over --Higgins BaCkhoe 11-4. ror Zax,
"
Blake Hoovar had two singles and a home run, Foster Logan had two
-- singles and a double, Brandon Stone recorded three singles, Drew
Myatt doubled and homered, Brandon Steel singled and tripled and
Josh Bybee, Chase Futrell and Dustin Smith all had two singles:1

FROM PAGE 6

nnesota

-

NEW_YQ,KK (AP) — Notre Dame has been approved as a nonfootball member-of the Big East Conference, the New -York Times
reported today.
,
The Times said an unidentified source familiar with discussions
beiaveen Notre Dame and Big East officials confirmed reports that
comrnitriCarikas imminent and that announcements were planned
for today. The source said Notre Dame; which will remain an inde-pendent in football, will begn competition 'in 1995-96.

st

10-and-under medley relay
were Elizaeth Johnson, Amy
Meloan, Conic Reinhardt and
Pool records were broken 14
Amy Norsworthy, while the team
times at the Calvert City Invitaof Brandon, Kellie, Jared Samtional Relay Swimm Meet at the
mons, Brian Hughes and Brett
Calvert City Country Club SaturNance took top honors in the
day: The Murray-Calloway Counboys 12-and-under medley relay.
ty team set records in six events
Capturing the top spot in
and finished a close second to the
backstroke relay Were Amy NorsCalvert City team.
worthy, Elizabeth Johnson,
- Natasha Adams and Amy
-Setting the 8-and-under girls .
backstroke record were Lauren -tejcloan, 10-and-under girls,
while Jared Sammons, Chad
Nance, Tiana AdamSr -Megan
Culp, Adam Folsom and Brett
Miller and Lindsay Paschall. In
the 18-and-u,nder girls backs- -fiance finished first in the
troke, the, recordbreakers were -- 10.--and-snder boys backstroke
relay.
Becky Lovett, Kiista Lovett, SerFilial scores were Calvert City
b McNeary and. Head= Jedan...
“
The -boys 1.8-and-finder backs'. . first witb. .1,056;MurrayCallOway Count); at 1,036 and
troke,tecord was. set by Sam
Green, James. Simmons Justin • --Paducah, 360.
...Paschall and Caleb Johiison.
.XI* MCC team defeated the
Mayfield swim team 511 to_ 198
Records 'in,both the butterfly - in their sixth meet of the
season.
and.breaststroke relay fell to the
Outstandingperfotmanc,es were
Sarp_L-Cifiseas--,- Nathan
exhibited. by Jonathan Young,
Hughes, Justin' Paschall and
Alden •Schmeckpepper, Nick
Caleb Johnson in the 18-andWarner,- Adam Flolsoin; .Edwin
under boys races. In the butterfly ,CooinbS,. Chelsee Thompson,
relay, 18-and-under girls, Becky
Alice Hunt, Brooke Brittain_ansl
- Lovett; Krlsta- Lovett,_ Sarah
Jason Leidecker.
•
MeNeary and Denise Moore set
- The MurraY:CalloWay 'County
the record.
team will face Harrisburg;
Earning blue ribbons__ in the. _kci on Saturday, July 1.6.'
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

SGelle:Va4
Par 3 Golf
8, Sports Center

hil.r

I )I(

1201 Main Street
Murray, Kenttick‘
(502) 759-1630

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
1-800-1VA-LAND/615-632-1669
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
121iPIQY Ask
$5.00 Column Inch
AO% Decoure 2nd Run.
60% Discount ltd tun
iSIFeln I Day Aelod.)
MJ Ado Mat
$1.75 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
25c per word. 4-5.00 minimum
lst day. Sc per word per day for
-open additional consocutty•
day. 41.75 extra for Shopper
,(lues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

.raisL,10...e.11.1121riPgist
A $200 fee will be fiklultisclin mak*
oTy thongs. I ad after deadline.

CALL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
340
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
..... Cord of Thanks
Pi Merneht
lost & Found

190 .
370 .
390
400.7
550

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
.. Help Wanted
060 ....
070 ... Domestic & Chtiacore
Situation Wonted
090
1010
Butiness Opportunity
instruction
110...

080
230
250
290
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Hopes tor Rent
280
285-Mobile Home Lots for Pent
Business Rentals
3013
Want To Pent
-310--Apartments For Pent
320
Vtri
Roams For Rent
Houses For Pent
340
For Pent or Lease
360

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
470
Auto Services
480
485.
Auto Ports
;
490
Used Cori
VOns
495
_ Used_ Trucks
500 . ... ..
5,1_0k
Campers
Boots & Motors
520 .

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment,
Uvestock & Supplies%
Poultry & Supplies
PrO-CtIC•171
Feed & Seea

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hecr
& Cooling
Services Offered

a

MERCHANDISE
Computers
20
For Sole or Trade
30
Want To Buy
40
Articles For Sale
50
Appliances
55
Home Furnishings
60
Antiques
65
70 .........Vacuum Cleaners
• -Sewing Machines
BO
- - -Neovy Equipment
95
Sports Equipment
200
- Firewood
210
Muscol
220
Miscellaneous
240
1V & Pack)
26O
Pets & Supplies
390

REAL

TATE SALES

BSI Cards

CANCER
INSURANCE

Hwy. 641 South to Midway
right on Hwy. 1828W on
cornerof Martin Chapel Rd.
Basetwell-BisketbsilNowa,
Large supply of single
cards & plaques.,2516-011
purchase with this ad. Register for Michael Jordon &
Shag 074eal plaque to be
giVilln away.
Tues.-Thurs.-Fri.
4:30-8:00 p.m.
Sat 10 a m.-2 pm.

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over .10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree informa
tion call

Jerry McConnell
-Insurance
753.-4199
-,,ee local cia,m sennce*
IF my people. which are
'tatted -try' thy name',"shah
humble themselves,- and
pray. and seek my face,
and turn from their wicked,
ways, then will I hear from
Heaven, and will _forgive
), and will heal their
.
their sir
land
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon Tues- Pizza salads
hot sandwiches. "9/44's
bread stitks_ -.II117111,111_ or_
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804

$25.00
Natural Nail
Capping System
(with calcium) $20.00
Eyebrow Arch $4.00
Hignlight 526.00
Hi-Sheen Glosser
$15.00
thige 'Betrd L.

759-1874
*.

MASSAGE THERAPY
Relax, release, rejuvenate
To your home service. By
Dave
appointment
753-3801 Enjoy in good
health)-

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
tw

FULL-time outside elevator
supervisor Knowledge of
augers, grain legs. grain
bins & general maintenance needed Salary depends on experience--_
753-3404
• -

JUST DO IT!
Full Set Acrylic Nails

Personals

HOME Health Social
Worker. Continue Care,
Inc seeking BSW with
home health or medical SW
experience to work in Calloway County area. Excellent
_ salary and benefit package
Send - resume and references to PO Box 925,!Mrray KY .42071. Continue
Care, Inc is an Equal Opportunity Employer

REDUCE Burn off fat while IMMEDIATE openings Organist and choir director for
you sleep, take OPAL
Available Holland Drug, First Christian Church
Please send - resume to
109 S 4fh St, Murray
111 N 5th St, Murray, KY
- 42071 (502)-753-3824

Lida Avp7='`.16,

11•77111.4111 1110U1NOIN WIILCOIMO

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR

TRAITS TRUING[PRYERS

MERLIN Have you seen
oUr lost cat? Last seen near
the water tower on 641 N
Male black short hair w/
white paws & white belly.
Wearing brown flea collar,
$50 reward 759-1020,
753-1206, 753-2694

'‘11‘.•:Ai
He may look old
and gray, that's
because the "Old
Dude" is 50 today!

WHO'S calling you? Caller
ID World of Sound
'53-5865

CLASSIFIED

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a 59' x 296' tract of
land located at the rear of 311 N.4th Street(Miller
Funeral Home)from R-3 (Multi-Family Residential) to B-3 (Central Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, July
19, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers,
City Hall, Fifth and Poplar Streets. All interested
persons are invited to attend and participate in
this meeting.
If further information is needed, please contact
the Department of Planning and Engineering at
762-0330.
Mike Lovins, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a 1107 and 1111
Mulberry and a 120' x 217' tract of land
located at the rear of'403, 405 & 407 S. 12th
Street and from R-2 (Single,-Family Residential) to B-4(Medium Density Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
July 19, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall, Fifth and Poplar
Streets. All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0330.
Mike Lovins, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray ,

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a .6492 acre tract

ofland located at the rear of500 S.4th Street
(Myers Lumber Co.)and a .5325 acre tract of
land located at the rear of 510 S. 4th Street
(Garland Used Cars) from R-3 (MultiFamily Residential) to B-2(Highway Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
July 19, 1994 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall, Fifth and Poplar
Streets. All interested persons are invited to
attend and participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0330.
Mike Loving, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Don Elias, City Planner
City of Murray

BABYSITTER for a 2 & 4y
old in Murray area References required Cal
436-5925 or 436-2631 after
5pm
CAPTAIN D's is now accepting applications for
kitchen & counter employees nights & weekends
Competitive- benefits &
wages Please apply in person. Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray

Full time, part time stock
& carryout person.

Apply at Owen's
Food Market.
No phonrs cans pitas•1

DANCERS and waitresses
needed at The Foxy Lady in
Paris, TN Please call Charlie or Jeri at 901-644-0301
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
...weer? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
713-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Attention Murray!

-POSTALJOBSsuns11.41ft. • benefits.
- for epeteriei 4 do., cal
14216024-5506 7 sm. 10
10 p.n. 7 dins.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No
Free
experience
information/supplies No
obligation Send self
adfressed stamped enve
lope to Horizon, Dept FF,
PO Box 2149 Brownwood
TX 76804
EARN $1,000 weekly stuf
ling envelopes at home
Start now no experience
Free supplies free information No obligation Send
SASE to VISTA Dept
79 PO Box 60650 San
Angelo TX 76906
FIELD Analysts Needed.
A marketing Analysis is cur
randy underway for Western KY We have openings
tor 12 Analysts No capers.
since necessary oomplete
training available.For rie•
DOintment please dall•
I 800 859 9768

IMMEDIATE OPENING'
Full-time secretaryt--:
bookkeeper Computer
proficiency, good communication skills, and bookkeeping skills required, experience using electronic
mail, Microsoft Works,
Microsoft Access and/or
FileMaker Pro preferred.
Small office on MSU campus, free health insurance.
Send letter of application
and resume with .names
and addresses of three references by July 15 to Judy
Adams. WKEC, Special
Education Building, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009.
INTELLIGENT entergefic
person for a 10 week temporary em.ployment
901-642-7368

410
540
5617
570

NOW hiring restaurant
management position for
Murray location Send resume to PO Box 9225,
Paducah, KY 42002-9225
PAPA John's Pizza now
hiring shift leader position
Leadership & restaurant
experience preferred
Apply in person. Dixieland
Center

Business on
a Budget?
Run this-2x2.consistency ad in Classifieds e‘ieryday,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advane).--

tall 753-1916 for details.•

PENNYRILE CITIZENS
BANK & TRUST COMPANY seeks to fill a CREDIT ANALYST position requires a four year degree in
finance or accounting and
must have computer
spreadsheet capability
Send resume to PENNYRILE CITIZENS BANK &
TRUST COMPANY, Atteh:"
tion Allen R Pryor PO Box
534, Hopkinsville KY
42241
POSITION available Fulltime preschool teacher
Degree in child development or related field preferred Send resume to
Wee Care Child Development Center, 109 S 15th
753-5227
PERSON to work in warehouse, loading & unloading
trucks, operating forklift
Apply in person, Wholesale
Electric, E Main, Murray on
Thur & Fri No phone calls
PleaSIS
WANTED barmaids. waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Penis, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am

Ugly Duckling

maimanummi
Locations Coast to Ccast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 420 11

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
^

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Murray

P.O. Box 1033

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Will you earn 520,000-530,000 this year and more
in future years? International Company in its 8th
decade of growthiteeds three sales representatives
in this area. Are you:
.Sports Minded
•Coal-Oriented
•Ambitious
•Bondable with good references?
If you qualify, you will be guaranteed:
•2 weeks expense paid training
•Guaranteed income to start
•Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement
possibilities await you. Act today for a secure
tomorrow. Call Donnie Tinsley at 502-247-3700
between 10 a.m.-6 p.m. for an appointment and a
personal interview.
E0E/M-F

WILL dean houses refer
ences reasonable rates
437-4064
WILL stay with elderly or
sick Experience & refer
ences Call 753 4590 for
informabon
WOULD like to babysit in
my home Monday Friday
any shift References pro
Med Call 753 3306

$450 for all. Will sell separafelyt

Call 753-4264 after 5 p.m.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

-Experienced
Typesetter

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

Part-time and full-time positions available
for--typesetters with experience in Ad
Writer, Page Maker or Word Perfect.
Full-time position offers paid vacation and
health insurance.
Apply In person at

WANT to buy: antique furniture, glassware & china. 1
piece or houseful! Call
492-8128 between
10am-4 30pm

Murray Ledger & Times

LUCUS SHOE
REPAIR

1c0
Articles .
For Sale
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828

100 North 5th Street
Across from First Christian Church
Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1892

r

cst view
E

DIRECTOR
ACTIVITY
ea

Directs activity program for 174 long term care
residents and is a member of the MDS/Care Plan
Team Supervises two assistants and cfirects volunteers Publishes in-house and quarterly community
newsletters
Minimum 2 years expenenoe in activities, preferably in leadership/management role. Completion of
Basic Course for Activity Directors and State
certification National certification preferred
West View Nursing Home is a Superior rated, 174
long term care facility affiliated with MurrayCalloway County Hospital EOE
Submit resume to: PersonneVAdministrabon

ins 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 15th STINE T

mummy

OUENTUCIIPI 4 07 1

L

EAGLE concert tickets for
Sept. 28th at Stanwood 6
reserved tickets, sold in
pairs only! $200/ea. (901)
642-5281,

Quality workmanship at the
lowest prices in the area.

Summer Hours 12:00 till 5:00

FOR sale: lift fiberglass
satellite dish with satellite
locator S-33 Equus, Drake
receiver and Channel Master Video Cipher II Also
pop-up camper, sleeps 6
753-5474.

.co.?„,„ ,1

Customized

erect
ervices

Services•
we.

Sieve & Sheila Bea
Serving ()Mir: Ls Whitt We're Aft Aboul!
P.O. Box 888 • 9.furnsy, 9Cr 4W71
(502) 753-0498 • Voice Mail Box 888
. Weekly Mortgage Escrow
'Voice Mag
Child Products Division.. Personalized Children's
Tdue.ational Materials, Seasonal Musages
INTO TALK - 753-2284

.
P

IBM computer, printer &
monitor, 65 & 3-5 disk
drives, $1,000 obo Log
splitter. $950.4 months old
Call 382-2543
KENMORE window air
conditioner, 18,000 BTU,_
230 volt, 208 used one
season. $325 436-5407
KING-size waterbed cornplete, also 3 sets of sheets,
$100 435-4422
MUST sell' Metal office
desk, 5 drawers plus file,
$50 Work table, 1 drawer,
$25 Also, queen waterbed,
6 drawer pedestal, VC°.
759-1576 before lOpm

0.1 0 NA

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

(2) Cerwln Vega 12" dual voice coil
subs
(1) Custom box for small truck (5-10)
(2) MTX irxe mid-range speakers
(1) Orlon 225SX- amp
(1) Alphosorik EQ plus Wring to'hoOk
up all equipment. A-1 shap4l-

ANTIQUES and collect. ables. Will buy or sell on
consignment, Hazel Anti-Clue Emporium 492-8646
lOarn -4 30p m .

HARDWOOD 'sale. 1st
quality pre-finished oak
plank, $1.99sq ft. Vinyl
flooring $2.88 & up. Mannington Gold in stock. Self
stick, no wax tile in stock,
$ 49sq ft Residential VCT
$ 33sq ft Commercial
tile, $24.95/carton. Paschall Floor Covering, 8 mile
South of Murray, Hwy 641.
498-8964

2 CUSHION traditional
ofa, cream, good condition. 5125 Microwave, Panasonic, 600 watt, with
turntable, $85 753-3932

CLASSIFIED

CAMPER topper for fullsize pick-up 753-0331

070
Domestic
I Childcare

TRASH barrels- $7/ea
Wisehart Grocery,'3 miles
South of Murray on 641

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Americas Second Car

.Home
Furnishings

Articles
Sale

For

Wool
To Buy

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

In advance,

150

140

LEGAL secretary, Word
Perfect a plus Send resume to PO Box 1594,
Murray

Mon.-KAI- a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
• D•ocorn.• ate 2 days

-Public Sole
For Trade
Column
Wontea

ALTERATIONS, repairs COLOR PRINTER, 05 PC REPAIR- UPGRADESand crafted T-shirts Ruth's 502 753-7001
TRAINING AT YOUR
See and Sew, Country
LOCATION
Square, 1608 N 121.- Mur-.
HAWKINS RESEARCH
EX HANGE YOUR OLD 753-7001
ray 753-6981
lAFC
A
FOR
DRIVE
HAF1D
WILL clean- houses Call GER & FASTER ONE. TANDY 1000 HD computer
between CALL HAWKINS RE- with printer, Joy sticks, &
Charlie
1 tarn-5pm at 753-1416
SEARCH FOR DETAILS 'games (Monopoly, Tetris &
$ 2 50
ANYTIME, 501-753-7001. others)
901-644-3107 100
Business
• FOR sple Apple II E corn- IBM compatible 286 with
Opportunity
seeli 40meg hard-drive, VGA
okiildlrtv
r,telrdis
ononprtroin
epr,sm
p utE
a
VENDING route Must sell
monitor, printer & mouse
very strong cash business. seperately or as a package
Asking 1500 tor all
1800820-4353
489-2887.
• '..4 Call 753-1772

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

OFFICE HOURS.,

MISCELLANEOUS

Computers

Mottos

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of
thek ads for any error. Murray
Lodger & limos wil be responsible for only one Incorrect Inserts-At Any error
should be reported knmedlatety so corrections can be
made.

270. Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sole ot Le.cise
365 ......
420
Home Loans
Peal Estate
430
435
Lae Property
440
Lots For Sale
450
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sale
460

120

020
•--

ADJUSTMENTS

753- 1916

TOZLiikkgE

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36- cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724
OLD 4 drawer desk with
mirror Size 8 or 9 wedding
dress, very nice 753-0789
PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
timed positions of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the major mus
des of the body & causes
mild aerobic effect Call
Torn
Hopkins,
502 753 6C01
SWEET corn for sale
759-4906
VIBROSAUN Body Conditioner, combines vibratkin
with sauna in a ',dinging__
position Call Tom Hopkins,
502 753 8001

NM MIN

SIMI

I

I
I

I
I
I

MIM NM MO

i

Come see the blooming Daylillies, Japanese Iris
and Hostas Over 900 varieties.
Fro. Plant With This Coupon

1

Open Garden Friday-Sunday I

C Nursery I

Oft

753-2993

I

94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
Pontoon), Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)turn left. 1st I
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
mim
--------

a

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199
.17......11,111.•••••••01n.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Noise
Foists

Apailmsale
hi Rost
SOLID wood pecan bed- DOWNTOWN ofka space
room suite Triple dresser. available across from
poster bed, &lest Ike new. courthouse $95imo includ$400 489-2715
ing all utilities. 753-1266.
USED furniture, carpet &
refrigerators I also hand
strop & refinish old furniture
George Hodges, 806 Coldwater Rd

i
ad to
nt of
Wray
to MI11C0Ierror
nodn be

p.m.
rys

15FT Rhino bush-hog &
Wood 15It bush-hog
759-1233

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Canter
753-4509 or 753-6612

FAMILY of 4 needs a 3-4br
home or doublewide to rent
or to buy 5 or more
aaeage in any county. Serious inquires only. Call collect 816-238-3421
329

Apartments
"For Rent
BATTING cage & .net
(12•X15172')_Qasey pitch- 1.2,38D apts. Furnished,
ing machine '&—net, auto very nice near MSU. No
teed & soft toss, balls great pets.
753 - 1 25 2
condition, $3,000 days,753-0606 after 5pm.
753-5946 or 753-5940
1402 B Michelle. 2br duEZ-00 golf cart. $600 plex. 2yrs new. Outs.'Low
.
_ 753-5691 _
disutilities
hwasher: etc, w/d hookup.
$450/mo lincludes mowing)lease, deposit, no pets.
753-8734 leave message.
. Duck & goose

FOR _LEASE

hunting in Ballard
County.
502-376-5504

,d(tional
i condiaye, Paitt, with
3-3932.

1BR apartment near downtown & hospital in Murray.
753-285&
1BR furnished. No pets.
Available A,ugust 7th
753-5989

1BR near MSU. appliances
furnished, _Coleman RE
A _FIREWOOD for sale ' 753-9898.
• 4374667
1 OFT2br apts. near down:
town Murray. 753-4109.
228
Firewood

1 ROOM efficency apartMuslcal
ment, $240/mo. Available
Olive, partial utilFOR SALE: SPINET- now, 160
Coleman RE,
ities.
'PIANO.
CONS014
753-9898.
•
Wanted; respOntible-party
to make low monthly pay- 1 -ROOMS for tent
614
merits. See locally.Call Olive. Utilitiei lifrnished.
1-058-327-3345Share kitchen, living
EP bathroom facilities. Walk
John
PIANO tuning.
to
MSU —Coleman RE
Gottschalk, 753-9600.
753-9898._

0) ,

2BR duplex, carport, *id
hook-up,$385/mo +. deposit Available August .1st.
Located behind Cain's
AMC, 753-4487.

K.T.I. and Associatesoffering a full line of investigative
services. Bel Air Center. 2BR very nice, appliances
753.3868-Or 43880997------ -&-.-1awn care furnished,
deck, w/d hook-up, central
..h/a.
Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
Waite
Homes For Salt
3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
10X50, MUS-T be moved, with garage, $550/mo.
$1,200 obo. Will sell 9r 753-3293 after 6pm.
trade. Mon-Fri,. gam-5pm, APARTMENT for rent: 207
753-0888.
S 11th, $250/mo rent +de-.
(1) $1,300 (1) $400 (1) posit. 753-3415, 753-0409.
$4,500. 253-6012
BRITTNEY RIDGE
1986 CAVALIER, 3br, 2 APARTMENTS. 5br, 2'4
bath,.$13,500. 759-2583 bath, $640/mo. Contact
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
9arn-5pm only!
Realty, 753-1492.
,
1988 14X80 3BFIt 2 bath.
stove, refrigerator, d/w, set
up on nice rented lot in Fox
One bedroom
Meadows with deck & out
building. Call 753-7562.
apartment
turnished

lable
Ad
fect.
land

?S

4g8

(veit.
5

"ages
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:hurch
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1994 BUCANEER 14X52.
Partially furnished All the
extras. Located in Fox
Meadows. $23,000 firm.
759-9311.

near MSU. Call 7534682 or 753-5870.

ATLANTIC 50X12 with
14X45 built on addition.
Front porch, .rear patio
deck. Must be moved,
$4,000. 753-5644 alter
5PalCUSTOMER Appreciation
Sale!! Now through July 47,
.1994. All homes discounted (new and used).
Come by and see our quality .built, energy efficient
home by Champion Home
Builders!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes. Inc., Lake Hwy
79E,
Paris,
TN
1-800-642-4891.

HILLDALE Apartments
under new management.
Come see the changes taking place.. Now available
2br apartment, 24hr maintenance. Handicap accessible. Office hours
8am-4:30-pm Mon-Fri.
Equal Housing OPportunity, TDDOt 1-800-545-1833
,287
4437-4113._

1987 FORD Ranier short 'AFT Crappie fishing boat
1993 NISSAN Sentra, bed pick-up,fallose
55hp Evinrude motor 3
9.XXX miss, 2dr, while, liter, 4cy1, very derv:Very sweet seats, 2 batteries
automatic Serious inquires good condition 59,XXX Dole Ill system, running'
cal 345-2797
miles recently serviced, lights & bulge pumk_
EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, applanCes furnished
1 OWNER 1989 Chevrolet reasonably priced Can be $2.200, 218 Brentwood
Coleman RE 753-9898
1987 MAZDA 624 LX, 4dr. -- Caprice LS Brougham, seen at846 Hurt Dr. Murray 16FT bias
boat. 150hp mo
54.XXX actual miles, new KY
exoellerircondition, hwy
FOR 2, $125/mo each
tor, trader, custom cover
38R brick ranch. 24 miles
or
$4,200 For more tires Cal4 753-0112
Available June lst.
1989 NISSAN pickup, skeeter Wrangler. $4,950
Southeast of Murray. New information call 753-3904 753-9687
753-9564.
white:blue interior, a/c, semi Sell or trade 436 5082
central h/a, 33X15 den w/ or 753-6563
436-5611
MUST sell! Black 1992 No- frn radio, good %ondition
fireplace. 2200sq ft plus
FOR 3 .4.aople,
extra lot for privacy. All for 1968 BLACK, Honda Pre- san Sentra with headlight 50 XXX miles, $5,000
partially furnished, availUSED boats motors trail
759-9960
able Suns 1st, $160/mo 2BR house new Hardin for 69,500. For appointment, lude SI, sun-roof plus many covers Just professionally
ers & salvage parts for sale
other
extras, $5,900 Cleaned inside & out & 1989 RED Chevy S10, Boat & motor repair AU
sale or rota Call 437-4590. call 753-8556 Mon-Fri or
each 753-9564
under hood 39,5XX 4cyc, wc, arnitm stereo work & parts guaranteed
759-1628 nights & 436-2778
GARAGE apartment for BARNS for rent: Air.cured, weekends.
miles, best offer 759-4151 with cassette, 65.XXX Wayne Darnell Marine
Re
1988
CADILLAC
6250/mo. Burley, Darkfired
rent,
after 5pm
miles
$3 500 obo
pair, Hwy 121 S
Brougham,
58,XXX
miles,
$250/deposit No pets. 1 or 753-1300 or 489-2116 after 4 NEW 3br houses on city
753-2108r
502-436-5464
water & sewer. WIN con- new Michelin tires, leather
2br. Newly redecorated & 7pm.
sider trading for other-prop- interior, very nice & clean
extra dean. Located on a
' 1991 MAZDA B2200
.195
CREEKVIEW Self-storage erty. Priced in the $70's to 753-4612 days, 753-6119
quiet street dose to college
30,XXX miles 753-4797
Center
low $80's. 753-3672'after nights.
& down town. Call warehouses on
Shoney's.
1991 S-10 Blazer, blatk
Vans
5pm.
759-1094 after 5pm or Drive behind
1990 EAGLE Talon, red,
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
exterior, gray interior,
leave message.
1985
DODGE
Caravan,
sun
roof
TSI
turbo,
loaded,
9YR old 3br .home, Cedar
35,XXX on chase 4,XXX
NORTHWOOD Storage
155,XXX miles, $2,200 92, 4 3 engine Ultra, 1 1 1 1 1 1 Al
Mauling,
NEW 2br duplex apart- presently has uniteavaii- siding, pool with deck, 753-5094
753-2171.
wheels Call for details, moving, clean-up, odd lobs,
ments, gas heat, w/d hook- able. Call 753-2905, paved drive on 1 acre of 1990 FORD Taurus GL, all
.land, nicely landscaped options' including keyless 1989 PLYMOUTH Voya 759-1200, 5-7pm
-toe Maiming, tree removal,
up, appliances furnished, 753-7536.
with many extras, only 4 entry, excellent condition, ger. $5,600 Call 753-9563
yard mowing. mulch haulno pets, available July 15th,
.1992 _DODGE Dakota, ing. Clean up sheet rock
Miles from town, $75,000. 69,XXX miles, new fires, after 6pm ,
$425/mo, lyr lease. depo1711
bed.--V-8-auto,
long
- -other- bolding- ni•renets
--sit roc,
- uired. Call 753-4873
$6,900. -753:8880, ieave 1991 PLYMOUTH Voya- • white
Ltrestock
p/s,
p/b,
am/fm
cassette,
no
Free estimates Tim Lamb
after 6:30pm, Allen
message.
& Supplies ger, white with burgandy air, 44.XXX miles Excel- 436-5744
BRICK ranch, 3br. 1'4
Properties.
lent condition, $7,350
baths', large deck; well 1990 PLYMOUTH Laser interior, 4cyl, strc, p/s,
1 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree
NEW 2br duplex, ap- EXCELLENT trail horse,, maintained on beautiful RS, turbo, black/gray inter- arnitrn caltsdette, 1 owner, 436-2675. _
trirnming, tree removal, -8-'
pliances, w/d hook-up,cen- gentle, 6yr old,. Forrell large lot in Fairview Acres ior, loaded, 69,XXX-miles, 68.XXX miles Excellent
1994 CHEVY S-10,. teal cleaning out sheds, attics.
condition, -$8.150
tral •h/a, lawn care 'furn- Quarter Horse, 15.2, 'Sub. 753-8874
sharp car. $7,000
green. 5sp. air,,arattm cas- Odd
•
haul,-&436-2676.ished 764-1478 alter 6pm. $1,500. .CWI 753-2t05 or
489-2022.59500
sette, 2.6XX
.BY CANNER. 3br, 114 bath
ree esti753-753a
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
brick ranch. Eat-in kitcheo,- 1992 - CHEiiY. Beretta,
or assume loan* 75-0495 mates 436-574 Luke _
appliancee. No pets. LIMOUSIN bull, almost formal dining root, living -39,XXX miles, 3.1 liter V-6,
leave message' •
-Lam!)
Lease. Available August 17mos old 436-2182 or room family room with 'A
great shape! Tinted—win4881, $400/mo. 753-7457 436-5416
510
bay window: Central gas; ,doA
,
- ;white letter wel-& a
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing. _
heat & air, wall-to-wall
CHEVY V-8, sharp,
spoiler makes this car very 1
NICE„2br,2-bath house, 12 ONE year -old paint horse pet,
trimming, tree removal Joe'
ceding tau, jacuzzi, sporty. Cruise control & 43,500, 24 Sear& air commiles from Murray. Water for sale'. Brown and white.
436-2867
14x14* storage—bldg. Lot power locks, etc,. etc. pressor 759-1958 after
furnished _tient& air/gas 759-4056 leave message.
1982 ALJO-ALY 26ft self75x1sp, adjecient 191 avail- • Green- gray color is a must 5pm.
. A all around mowing, +_heat, appliances furnished,
contained 2cir tandem, roof 1 1 1,
able. Walk to banks3shop- see. Extra sharp car well.
-trimming. hauling Mark- ,
w/d hook-up. Deposit re-1974
GMC
350
automatic,
air,
refrigerator,
twin
beds,
380
ping. Priced -to self, mid taken care of, need to sell.
436-2528.
quired, $.500/M-0.
Pets
$70's. Call for appt. Call 753-2765 after 6p.m or' runs & looks goad Call rbar. bath, .awning. Price
753-6723.
489.2708
negotiable. 1502-753-8284.
& Supplies
ALL -round custom tree
753-4359
leave
a
message,
we'll
call
A
•
trimmers, hedges, removal,
'NICE, clean 2br apt, w/d A:KC Lab puppies, $150.
you back.
1978 SWB Ford Ranger
ligiehauling, etc 4yrs exhook-up, nice carpet. ap- .AKC Rothtreiler puppies, GATESBROUGH Subdivi.
approximately 35-XXX
16V
penence, free esbmates
pliandes "furridhed, 1413 $250. '901-627-3629, sion, 2 story, 4b42 baths,. 1992 EAGLE Talon,
miles on rebuilt motor,
gas, ceiling fans, gas fire- DOHC, 4cyl, 5sp, bided, $1.995 218 Brentwood.
436-2102 ask for Mathew
HIlwood. Lease/Deposit 901-627-9666.
place, large deCks.viith go- excellent condition,. new
required. No pets. Call
Al; Al's hauling, yard work,
tires,
40,XXX
miles,
Ranger,
1983
FORD
_shaded
room,
dining
zibo,
living
_CFA Himelayai &
_750814.
mlawyri Free
ritot ZbLIS —Y.
:rage lou:OOLF-17156-,—r-dWITtlf. $L.t./UU
silver Persian klilene. room,den, pTay mon
estimates ,Y59-1683 NOW taking applications 489-2495.
-qame .room. Over 4000 5.02-7538613 after Mark
.
for $ection,8 low rent houstotal feet. Lots of extras, 5:30pm
ing. Apply in person at COCKER Saiiniel puppies, Walnut cabinets, Conan
colored.
,. s-iuthside Manor, 906 AKC, parti
baths, Walnut staircase &
Broad St Extended, be- 247-0392 or 247-0759.
upstairs, and more! Call for
tween earn-12noom- No HAVE an obedient, safe appointment, 753-5946 or
phone calls please. Equal dog for show or home. 753-5940.
•
Housing Opportunity.
Classes or private lessons. HOUSE 1.4 acres, new
over
Serving
Murray
for
SMALL 2br apt. -Stove, repaint, vinyl, carpet & central
frig, washer & dryer, no 12yrs..436-2858.'
h/a. Detached heated garpets. $225/mo. 489-2741. L-ABRADOR puppies, age. 753-9652.
SPACIOUS, up-scale, new AKC, yellow, male & fe- HOUSE and acreage,
3br duplex 'in private male, guaranteed hips. Pa- 753-1300, leave-message.
wooded area. 1600+ sq ft, radise- Kennels, 753-4106. 9ani-6pm. -489-2116,
plus 2 car garage. Sky- PEG'S Dog Grooming 7pm-lOpm.
lights, 2 private decks, pa- 753-2915
'
IDEAL for starter, retire
Handy Reference)
tio, $700/mo. 753-4573.
(Clip This Ad And Same For
REGISTERED Pedigree client, or rental property
VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- female Sheltie, sable/ Small 2br house with large
piex, appliances furnished, white. 759-9909 after 5pm. extra lot, 5 minutes from
0.41ilinert
central gas heat & air,
Murray near Duncan's
ELECTRICA, CCNTRACTOAS .
$475/mo. 1 mo. deposit, 1
$29,900.
grocery.
13n
Commercial 8 Residenhal,• Licensed 8 Insured
yr. lease. No pets. Call
753-2339, 753-8767.
CLEANING
SEPTIC
TANK
Jaines C. Geffinlore, Owner
.
Rid 753-2905, 753-7536.
1.conserS-SMAR,HO.JSE ,,,sra,00f • ,": Aucc•Vciao 18stattabc,
_
-7 Days Per Week
Estate
NEW house for sale!
• Ho,. ii.,10,-.1.o.
VERY nice 2br duplex,
2000sq ft, great location,
808- Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835'
KOPPERUD
Realty
has
great neighborhood near,
3br,2baths, great room,dr,
waiting to purchase
shopping center & banks. buyers
kitchen, utility room, walk in
homes-all -price ranges. If
RON HALL -- -No pets. Deposit. $360/mo.
closet. Has all city utilities,
Pr. Mary Broeringmeyer
you are -thinking of sellingHEATING, CQOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Call 753-2967.,:
county taxes & extras. Call
contact one of our courte.1.0-7._ Central Healing a Cooling Service 8 Instailat,on
. Chiropractor
during daytime 753-7435,
ous and professional
340
:
_-7
piiirspi Eledncal Service & Installation
evening
753-3986.
for
an
appointment
Call
agents at 753-1222 or-stop
InlIo.•&111s
Licensed Gas Merchant
Houses
by office at 711 Main St. ON KY Lake, 34 mile from
For Rent
Harbor Hill Marina,3br, 1^/•
Murray, KY
(502) 435-4699
WILSON Realty is now lobaths, kitchen, living room,
cated 3 'Miles.'South on
basement,
central
air/heat,
.Extra nice 2 BR, 2
Highway 121. For honest &
pump well & septic on 3
townhouse,
reliable service call
bath
;474-2117.
Call 502
lots.
Vctir,SOur%f.2,r Metal Roofing I. Siding ..,
753-5086.
Wapiti*, Moll*, reSeplw Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Doors. WInoows, Door Track 8 Trolleys. and Insulanon
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
frig., garbage disp.,
•
for Meta Buildings 118
with great flowing lay, out;
Call Us Anytime
dishwasher.
Office (502) 489-2722
Butterworth Rd (Hwy. 299)
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
Lake
753-5870
Home- t5021 4E19 ;7724
Murray. KY 42071
room, seperate dining
Property
extras, counroom.
Lots
of
BLOOD River area, exceltry club vied!. Call for your
2I38,„ 2 bath, garage, lent view oflake, good fishappointment today.
$400/mo.$400/deposit, lyr ing, shared dock, 3br, furnDan & Sue Webb Licensed Dealer
753-2905, 753-7536.
lease, references required. ished, carpeted. air condia -a.
Rt. 5 Yarbrough Rd. • Murray, Ky.
753-000,,w753
:7300. Af- _ tion,largeacri:
ml
\, porch.
Ai ,..•
•--'••
...•1 I li,
.4 All Types of Refuse Service '‘.,
Call For Catalog Or Information
10th Call 753-0628 7-9623.
J 6Iy
t eir
1-800-585-6033
%/1'
1-704-251-9373
EFFICIENCY apartment
No pets $150/mo
753-5890

6 ROOM house, 1 bath. In
country wooded area. Refngerator & range furnished. new Mom windows &
vinyl siding. 2 miles from
city limits off North 16th.
Call 753-8164 evenings between 5:30pni-7:30pm

• KY

1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
auto, sun roof, average nilMeow $11,200 excellent
condition 502-388-2511
after 6pm

•

•

'

Dial-A-Service

lamp . You Can Advertise Here For
- $5.00 per week — (13"week minimum)

DIAL -- 753-1916

,

•

CAMP

Electric

MURRAY 7539224

fr_.

753-2962

Wayne Iliggins Backhoe Service .ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
759-4685

- Commercial Waste
,. .1, ,„- 7,34-..,., Disposal
--"7!.,

1979 KAWASAKI 7,50 twin,
needs some work, $250
obo. 759-1522.

100X 140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. All city 1988 YAMAHA Warrior,
utilities, reduced. 753-4873 good Condition, asking
after 6pm.
$1,700. Call 759-9463 after
6pm.
Homes
For Sale

1992 RM 250, good condition, $2,600. 489-2392.

2BR on % acre with 2
out-buildings, new vinyl siding, fold-in windows, new
welt & septic system, completely redecorated 2yrs
ago, gas heat, $36,000.
489-2440.

1993 KX 125, $2,400.
753-3108.
1993 SUZUKI DR250
street & dirt bike, excellent
condition, $2,500 obo. Call
753-0707.

V65 Magna, looks & runs
38R, 1 bath country home- good, lt,000 753-0789
of
acres
2 acres yard. 8
good pasture. Fully
490
equipped satellite,' large
Wel
deck, lots of room, newly
Cam
landscaped. $45,000. In
TN close to KY line. 1970 FORD Maverick, 2dr,
901-247-3301.
3sp on the column, 38,XXX
actual miles, excellent condition $2,700 obo
759-1522.

Visa and Master Card

1971 WHITE Lincoln Town
car, $500 362-8619.
1976 MERC.EDES, runs
good, $3,800. 753-0789.
1978 LINCOLN Town car,
Mr, 51,XXX original miles,
excellent condition, 1 family
oar, $3,000. 753-2986.
1982 EscapRT, G,C 4dr,
excellent condition except
blown motor, $150 obo
753-7853.
1984 PONTIAC Bonneville
759-9882.

Master Card

753-1916

Call Us Today!

436-5095

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

tf-N---MORSE
Horseshoeing.
•
BILL MORSE
309 S. 1.4.10 St.
Dawson Sprint, KY 42408

--!••

yli-5, ...•

(502) 797-2808

,,,r, QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES

-New Tires • Struts '• Alignments

• Brakes •' Oil Changes & Lubes

480

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & limes
is now accepting

rki

Jim Barna, Log Homes

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

w A+
, best

cy

38R brick with lots of room
on I acre, 2 storage buildings, beautiful neighborhood near Kirksey on Hwy
299 489-2933, leave message or call after 5pm
Weekends anytime

Your Ad
Could
lie Her&

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in- 2BR house, Panarama
cluded, rent based On in- Shores, $250/mo,
come.55 & older, handicap $250/deposit, references.
& disabled. Equal Housing 753-6012.
Opportunity.
TRAILER & small cabin out
2BR, sun porch, carport,
502-354-8888.
.on 1346 down by Ledbetter
gas heat, new carpet, no
Church. 753-1038.
LARGE 2br, gas heat, pets,- 6335/mo. Call
super low utilities, close to 753-6931.
college, other tennents are
2l10
quiet professionals. Depo- 3BR brick 4 miles from
Mobile
sit required. $395/mo. town, appliances furnished,
Homes For Rent
Available August lst& 2car garage,$500/mo rent.
28R trailer. No pets 753-8828.
Deposit & lease required.
753-9866.
759-4664.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
38R 3'4 miles East, accepting applications for 3BR plus' study. Shady
$200/mo, $200/deposit, re- 1, 2 and 3br apartments. yard. Dishwasher, w/d hooferences. 753-6012.
Phone 759-4984. Equal. kup, retrig & stove. 1704
Ridgewood $475/mo,
SHADY Oaks • 2 or 3br, Housing Opportunity.
lease, deposit. no pets.
electric or gas. Walking dis- NEW 1162br apts in Far- 753-8734 leave mesage.
tance to college,. 753-5209 mington. Starts at $310 WI
water & garbage paid. 'SMALL 2br house, 6 miinn
Stove, refrig, w/d, dis- nutes from town,just oft 94
Business
hwasher furnished. by Duncan's Grocery
Rentals
345-2748 after 4pm, $295/mo.' 753-2339 or
800-2200S0 ft Coleman 762-4483 days.
753-8767.
RE 753-9898

luote.

Lis.d
Trucks

1985 MAZDA RX7 GSLSE. leather interior, phv,
eun roof, tinted windows, whale tail fins, sharp!
7534365.
1989 LINCOLN Town car,

hew fres, excellent condition, 68,XXX miles Cal

INSURANCE

• Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work- • Suspension Repair

Lou V. McGary

_

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE

---.'SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does.not pay. $676 on part A;5100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE fiELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

I

408 N. 4th St. vlsa-mc
DISCOVER
Murray
ACCEPTED

Did you know
you could.- advertise a
double spot here for
, only $10 per week?.

Poison Control
753-7588 .
Rssidential

Commercial

o

SePtic Talk

ANN
7 • IDDLE

ingaliam"
8 Repair

i
i

Mayfield, KY
345-2790

PLUMBING
Edward J. Riddle

Wel
Phirrbing
sin &
Service
Benzin, KY
1-800-590-2700

tic No. 5844

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

Div' M-SPEIZ
1*qt.11is
lx
e 1e

Ask for Karen or Tonya.
iSe rt • icell

ts II:1,.

Conunercial janitorial Services
ilbsillest Plat Mamenaor {ape Nlinknira Prom
oUpkoliered Furniture
*JudIodal Services

Call 1-800-524-7008
— — --

Purchase Area Communications
Div. of Phone Center of Murray
rjommerc,jal
Residential
-Telephone Systems
*Caller I.D.
-Intercom Systems
'Phone Jacks
-Paging System!
•Telephones
Inb On Hold • Voice Mail
Fax Machines
Any Type Of Business Communication

No Job Is Too Big Or Too Small, We Can Do It All

753-0342,

—-

$RN
Per Weeli—
Only
(Minimum 13 Weeks)

Call 753-1915
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES • CALENDARS
CAPS • JACKETS • TRUCK SIGNS

JHC Advertising & Supply
Kt. 2 Bee 27 • Murray, KY 41971
OM IMMO or(MO)JIICAVA8(54114/1127)
Halle Cain
James H. Cate
Nee Cern'
whoa
'so
-

anytime, 753-8345

•

•

,

•
-1

0

01.

P
-77A

•

10
1.4
•

z,
I - ••• r,

5 it
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Services
Offered

6

Professional
Painting
and Wallpapering
Reasonable-Reliable
901-642-2519

•

.77. •

_ MONDAY. JULY 11, 1%94

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Union
Meted

Sergio
Meted

Al Tree Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 436-2247, or
492-8737
Al Tree trimming- & light

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations. septic
systems R H Nesbitt Masonry Phone 492 8516,

Letter of Appreciation

To the Editor." •
I want to recognize the Murray festival.
Daythel Turley, Veterans of ForeNow that Freedoeh Fest '94 is a ign Wars,438th MP Co. and 123rd
Perhaps, most of all, I owe the
Ledger & Times and .WSW/
woaderful.memory for OW C4M11- Armor Co.- Veterans' Memorial
WBLNAVNEiS radio for their con- greatest debt of- gratitude to Judy
Paul Lamb BILL'S Window Cleaning. MUIMty,ills with pleasure as festival
hauling
stant attention and coverage of all Gargus who, as my assistant,
Service; Mike Basiak, Briggs and
Back to help with your director that I recognize and thank Stratton -One Mile Fun Run and
436 2102
Freedom Fest'94 events. I could not worked long hours and kept me
Spring cleaning
those who spent many hours to Walk;Tony Boyd,OptimistClub- have adequately promoted this going for the months of planning
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall Residential/Commercial
Heating Cooling and 753-5934
make this year's Freedom Fest the Optimist Club's "Biggest Small
year's festival without their gener- and preparation necessary to make
BOB S Plumbing Repaa Electric Co Service unit
most successful, fun and well at- Town Parade in America"; Pat
ous support of media time and
11 days of events come together.
TAX
reduction
strategies
Service All work guaran
replacement and complete
year
history.
tended
in
its
seven
Red,
space.
Guild
Art
For
her patience, understanding,
Murray
Clark,
7551134 or installtion Licensed gas In: monthly bookkeeping ser
teed
On behalf of the Freedom Fest White and Blue Sesquicentennial
Richard and Erma Tuck deserve and commitment, I thank her. too.
vices all types of tax restaller Phone 435-4699
436 5832
tutns prepared Twenty
our thanks for the hundreds of miles
Executive Board and the Murray
Roger Reichmuth and
And to Jud Cook and Angela
BRYON'S LAWN SER- ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- years experience, low Tourism Commission,',deeply ap- Exhibition;
stops
made
dozen
of
driver)
and
UniState
Murray
Wood
on the Freedom Fest staff,
Almquist,
Brad
estimates
VICE Free
niture repair & custom rates free pick-up & delivpreciate the efforts of each club, versity Department of Music - throughout the region to deliver you helped make it all happen 753-459t
woodworking 753-8056
ery 753-8091
organization, corporation and indi- "Music with a Bang"; Dick Fotsch, Freedom Fest posters, brochures you're the best!
CARPET binding & fring- APPLIANCE REPAlf*. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
and "Furl Guides" to promote this
It is obvious, as stated in the
ing Enger Custom Design Factory trained by 3 major aluminum gutters, variety vidual who participated in this Briggs and Stratton - Fireworks
year's festival.
beginning,that many deserve credit
Carpets,-753-7614 Dave & manufacturers All work of -oolors. Licensed. in- year's Freedom Fest and sincerely Spectacular. _
The beautiful Freedom Fest de- for Freedom Fest '94, as without
Ussa Godar owners
Freedom Fest '94 Sponsors and pane warranted Ask sured, Estimate -available. thank each who hosted or assisted
Appliance
for
Andy
at
The
Commission,
with
the
30
and-logo so many have admired their tireless hours and financial
events
held
during
the
sign
Tourism
Murray
759-4690.
CARPORTS for cars and
Briggsand Stratton,City of Murray, is credited to-flob IsIcLean, Design support our festival would not have
trucks Special sizes- for Works,753-2455.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR eleven day festival.
motor home. boleti: RVs APPLIANCE SERVICE. _ Service Center, cleaning- , I ask that all who enjoyed Free- Calloway County Fiscal Court, et al, who ccintinues each year to been sd successful.
and etc Exallent protec- Kenniore. Westinghouse, servicing $15, most repairs doin_Fest verbalize /our apprecia- Fisher Price, Ryan Milk, Murraygive of his time to provide Freedom
May I add a personal note of
ton. high quality; excellent Whirlpool. 30+ years- ex- - $35. Free estimates Route tion tp the following for their tire- Calloway County Hospital, KenFest with jest the right Visual touch
thanks
to _all who hav_e_been recog-value - Roy- Ail 759.4664. -pe.r4e-a-c-e.1, Aim ;Open 9-1-2, 1-5, less volunteer efforts and Willing- lake Foods, Balk of Mitrray,-Peohis-enOrrineitiltident
and Iappicc
HOPPER,
436-8848.
nized
as
they made my -job as
Mon.-Fri.:753-0530.
CARROLL'S custom garness to assist with oneof Kentucky's ples Bank, United Commonwealth
very much.
- 'festival director a pleasure due to
den tilling, bushhagging • BACKHOE SERVICE.J-ININDOW & patio doorLargest and mostsuccessful festivals Bank,Pockets Convenience Stores,
I want to also publicly thank
their cooperative Spirit and enthubox grader, blade work BRENT ALLEN septic tank glass replacement.
which will,no doubt,,beeven bigger Wal-Mart, Republic Savings Bank, David .Rogers of. Faye's Ciittorn siasm to make Fre,edern
Free estimates 'Gerald- installation, repair, replace- 753.2330.
Pest '94 an
and better in 1995!
Ellis Popcorn Company, Atochem
Embroidery for the Creation of the enjoyable experience for all ages.
Carroll 5_02-492-8622
ment. 759-1515.
,Events Chaiirpersons - Lana North America, Parker Ford-LinFreedom Fest souvenirs as he tire- So many deserse a
570
CHIM• Chim Chimney BACKHOE Service - ROY
-heartfelt-thanks
Bell,
Playholise
in
the
Park
"Bye,
Cain's
Mercuri,
Chrysler
coln
dflivereil whateite we asked
lessly
Sweeps _has 10% senior HILL. Septic
and our
- gratitude-for_their commit,:viast.e
Bye
Jana
Birdie";
TaylorInc.,
Dwain
Barnett, Murray- Jeep-Eagle,
and pied-aced a beautiful prodect. mem to this community and Freecitizen discounts We sell ways, hauling, foundaboni,
chimney caps and screens etc. 759-4664.
Also,to Mark Peebles of Innovative dom Fest- ple4se thank
BAGGED grass clippings. Calloway Co. Fire and ftescpe La: Chevrolet, KBSI/FOX 23 TV,Bob
them!
435-4191
dies Auxiliary - Freedom Fest -Mcbean---= Design-et al, WNBS/ Printing and Graphics, I appreciate
- 753-2171.
behalf oT all who were in-On
Pageants; Linda Homer. National WSJP/WBLN Radio and Murray
COMPUTER- SERVICE &
die total cooperation of the stiff M volved, we look forward to FreeTRAINING 502-753-7001
Scouting-tvfuseurn -- "An Evening - State University. Without their fimeet deadlines _and provide Free- dom Fest '95. Make *plans to be
with Norman Rockwell" and Na- nancial support our community's
dom Fest With'attractive and color- involved in;1995's feslival and call
COUNTERTOPS,_custom
tional Scouting Museum's Com- festival would not be possible.
Homes; -Waiters, offices.,
ful-printed material. A thank you me anytime with your
ideas as
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
munity'Appreciation Days; Nancy
Also to be recognized are the _ goes also to Charles Olree at Print- preparation is already underway for
HEATING,COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.
436-5560. • •I
Melean - Kiwanis Invitational Merrily Police Department, Murray -ing Services and Supplies for pronext year's celebration.
Swim Meee•Billteg-Mar Atria- - CUNK/TN-GHANK-ffeating 'Cential Heating a Cooling Servica 4.117sta/teflon
e Department;-Calloway Co. ducing our official event. guide.
Anne B. Adams _
CornServite.
Installation
and Cooling
Electrical Service a
teur Radio Club-Amateur Radio Sheriff's Department, Ky. State PoTo eachFestival Director
- plete-mstaffahon and set.'Licensed Gas ***ant
Singles
•
Dal;
Jeanne
Fleming,
Field
pated in the window display corn.
lice, MurraY State University F'.ublieP.O. Box 190vice. • Call Gary at
i. 759-4754
-organizational Society-Bche-ler Saieth-Calloway County PES_, the
petition, I appreciate your Support
"
Murray
Cookiiff;LaConda Walker-Pepsi 438th Military *Police- Company, and know everyone enjoyed your
•
CUSTOM hundozing and
Kids'
_Fend _am_k_ and the.J2
Q.Jr ft4 _ tattraciiye and,patriptir entries_ it
fiaekliee work °soli°+ifs
1110900,1117PROMIL
7,3
NW* in the Pali; an Ibverstock; valuable- assistance with security/ was_wonderful to see how "dressed
Max Hurt Memoriarrefflouma- traffic and crowd control.
• Horace Shotar.
(502) 43i-41599
lip" the entire community was
Murray, KY
, for
ment;
April Lane. YMCA-Fisher
No event would be possible with- the July 4th holiday.
. CUSTOM round baling.
Price-YMCA Kids' Parade; Sue out the cooperation of those &von,
To every parade entry -- you_are
• 753-0062
Authorized
McCoart.1 Downtown Merchants sible for the event sites and the all winners and I thank you for
D.& D Lawn Care Free
BRIGGS & STRATTON
Association-Independence Trade.. management thereof. My thanks.go joining our parade With your banestimates.
and KOHLER
.
- 489-2296.
.
Daysand Flea Market; Bob Valen- to Mayor Bill Cherry of the City of _ ners,-flags, floats, and community
Sevier
Cheer
•DRYWALL., finistlingfetine, National Scouting_Museum- Murray, Miy
or Dan Farris of the and patriotic spirit to be apartofthis •
pairs, additions and blowAcross from Southern States
Spinners! Storytelling Festival; City of Hazel, Gary Holtman of the
wonderful event. Recognized for
trig ceilings. 753-4761.,
Peggy Billingum,Red Cross-Red
Lamb's
Small
Engine
Ed- outstanding entries include the folPark,
C
GE-RALD WALTERS.Cross Doubles Tennis Tournament; West at polurray State. University
101 Industrial Road
lowing: Most Patriotic - Murray
-Ficicffing. virryl siding, painti-s:
Jo
McKinley,'Hazel Antique Deal-• and all the facilities and manageP.O.
Bok-247
Christian Academy; Most Original
mg Free. -estimates. '18 •
ers Association - Hazel Dealers' ment Personnel who do everything -Key.Auto Parts;liest ofShow-'
years experience Local reMuriay, KY 42071
Choice Sale;Bobby Martin;Murray so well. ,
fefent-el. 753-2592.
Tracey's School of Dance.
BC$ Tillers
Also Repair Work
Band
Boosters-Card and Comics
To the many clubs and organizaTo. the Murray Electric System
HADAWAY Construction.
Rain Latish
Show; BueL Stalls, Lions Chip
Remodeling,, vinyl siding.
753-2925
tions which asked meto speak about
Richard Lamb
and the Murray Fire Department
vinyl- replacement' witt+-Old Fashioned Street Fair; Sam who, without their help, our streets
Freedom Fest'94 it was thy pleasure
dows, vinyl flooring.
Parker, WNBS/WSJP/WBLN - would not have been decorated with
to do so as it showed your interest
436-2052.
Country Music Fest '94; Betty Ri- more than 100 flags and festival
and involvement in Murray's own
HANDYMAN for hire. Roofley,First Christian Church-"Ro- bannersto celebrate Freedom Fest,I
ing, house repair & yards
ger Presents the Htunarand Drama say thank you also.
moWed 474-2037.
of Bible Stories" and Community
All celebrations deserve visual
JIM'S Garden Service. Gospel Sing; Steve Littlefield, First reminders and this years festival
Gardens-, breaking, disBaptist Churca- Patriotic Musi- was no exception. Thanks go to Jud
king. tilling Lawns- seeding
cal;
Doug 'V-adderMolen - 7th Cook and Chris Adams who faith& fertilizing new or existing.
Annual as. Boone Memorial fully attended every'event to capBlade work & bushShaltz was now at the crossBreakfast; Bailey Gore,Lions Club on in photos and video all the fun East dealer.
hogging-. -Reasonable
WOOD
WORKS
'
.3
1.
"*
roads.
If she guessed the club posivulnerable.
Neither
side
rates. 753-3413.
-Lions Club 5K Journey for Sight; and excitementofFreedom Fes'94.
tion correctly, she could discard a
NORTH
KITCHEN CABINET REdiamond on the fourth club and lose
•AJ 84
FACING. Make your old
753-2378
382-2306
at most two hearts and a diamond.
VK7
new again with Formica:All - •
Relying on the principle of "re•
A
7
4
colors, free estimates.
stricted Choice,"as well asher knowl4bAQ72
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
TUESDAY,JULY 12,1994
edge from -the bidding that East
EAST
WEST
- KY.:436-5560..
•
ilTRA(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own +932
+107
started with at least five diamonds,
LARRY'S SMALL ENdate of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your. phone company will bill you 99 ✓ 10.9erfr'3''"".7.
-*.A
Shaitz elected to play.East for the
Q
8
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
cents a minute.)
doubleton J-10ofclubs Accordingly,
eQJ
965
•
k
2
experience Riding mowHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Check with experts before signing +65 3
she led a club to the seven, where+ J 109
'ers, push mowers, chain
__. _NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE..- long-term financial agreements.
upon Levin won with the nine and
SOUTH
saws, or weed-eaters Any
A visionary idea could make you
Experienced builder of houses,
cashed two diamonds and the ace of
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
make or model. Serviced or
4KQ65
repaired. Reasonable
much richer than you are now. Business travel could prove unusuhearts for down one.
V J42
garages, pole barns & storage
rates Free estimates,
Keep.your shoulder to the wheel ally successful this month. You find
At the other table,the opponents
• 108 3
Call
for
remodeling
buildings
Also
prompt dependable serand pay attention to details. You yourself in the yight_pLace at the
were
silent throughout, and Mike
84
4
K
large
or
C
O
+
estimates, no job too
vice SatisTaction guarancannot affcrd to be lax where the right time. Separate rumor Tim fact. The bidding:
Becker
and RionRubin reachedthree
"
teed 492-8437
small.
specifications and budget for a par- A new relationship could be the real East
ncrtrump with Rubin, North, as deSouth' West North
LICENSED for electric and
ticular project are concerned. A thing. Speak from the heart.
14
clarer. East led the diamond queen,
Pass
Pass
Pass
gas 753-7203
member of the opposite sex proLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct: 22): Extra 1•
--ducked-all-around, and continued a
4+
Pass
1+
vides the kind of suppott many peo- effort will let you surmount any Opening lead-king of diamonds. diamond te West's king, which also
LIGHT hauling, tree trimple can only wish for. Show your obstacles that arise now. You may
ming & removal. Call 4,5""11111C•4
Sometimes, a bit of knowledge held. West returned a low heart to
appreciation in a tangible way. be an "expert" in an area where oth- about probabilities can be a danger- East's queen, and East reverted to
753-2320, ask for Don.
Strengthening current romantic ties ers need advice. Invest your savings ous thing, as evidenced by this deal diamonds, driving out the ace.
MULCH delivered. Murray
is your-ticket to happiness.
wisely. Steer clear of get-rich-quick from an early-round match between
Rubin cashed four spades, East
436-5560.
cusTOM KITCHEN GANNETS
CELEBRITIES BORN ON schemes.
•
discarding a diamond and a heart,
Denmark
at
States
and
w000wORKING
United
CUSTOM
the
PLUMBING repairman With
THIS DATE: comedy great Milton
- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): the 1993 World Team Champion- and,then had to confront the clubs.
All Typos Of:
same day service Call
Berle, gold medal Olympic figure Your resourceful mind comes up ship.
He cashed the club ace, also taking
436-5255'
Custom Woodworking
skater Kristi Yamaguchi. botanist with a well-organized plan for today
the
care
to unblock the eight, and led a
pair
held
a
Danish
When
and
RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
'George Washington Carver, singer and tomorrow. Do some serious North-South cards, Dorthe Shaltz club to the king, noting the fall of
Bath
Cabinets
Kitchen
&
Remodeling additions.
Christine McVie.
thinking. You need to touch base became declarer at four spades on East's clubs.
tig
porches, decks, carports.
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
ARIES (Match 21-April 19): with key allies before launching a the biddingshown.Shaltz won West's
After much thought, Rubin led
vinyl siding & trim,-roofing,
4011 Sunbury - Murray (Behind Bunny Bread)
There could be some confusion or major campaign. Avoid overreacting king of diamonds lead with the ace, the club four and, when West folgarages, trim work, fram753-5940
deception in the area of finance or to someone's thoughtlessness.
ing Phone 562-489-2907.
drew trumps and led the eight of .lowed low, also finessed the seven!
romance. Be certain of your own
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. clubs to the queen, on which East, East won and cashed his remaining
ROCKY COLSON Home
1110tAY_CS. before questioning.someone. 21):, _TraditionaLjuctifiration.for a Bobby Levin, dropped the ten. De-- --diamond and the heart-m(4°r a two
-Repair keeling, siding,
else's.
mistake will not be enough. Find an darer returned a club to her king as trick set and a 2 IMP gain for penpainting,, plumbing, conTAURUS (April 20-May 20): acceptable answer before soineone Levin followed with the jack.
mark.
crete Free estimates. Call
Self-doubt can halt career progress starts-asking probing questions.
474-2307.
in its tracks. Have more faith in your Romance-paves your road with
Tomorrow: There's a very good reason.
SEAMLESS gutters inabilities! Others will be influenced happiness.
stalled, residential or comby your confidence. Postpone signCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
ing important legal papers. Roman- 19): An extraordinary collection
- 75,T6433
- tic parmer offers gentle reassurance. stimulates your -Interest in the water.r_. i..E
li•\A hi fii
.r..;U1"UM ;
SHEETROCK finishing,
GEMINI(Mar 21 -June -217): at sciteces. A study project' could
- By Appointment-75T-101111•FREE Car Plek-1.11IlelleWir
textured ceilings Larry
Domestic tensions could affect your send your career in a new direction.
humming wridendent
Chnsman 492-8742
.• judgment. Try to take a detached Love grows even stronger in an
TOUCHLESS AUTOMATIC
For Auto &
view of an emotionally-charged sit- exotic setting.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Owners'timber & Jimmy Joe Hale
Removal Insured with full
uation.
By
Insurance.
tonight,
your
mood
Home
Owners
will
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
1301 N.12th St.•U.S. Hwy.641 N.•Murray, KY 42071
line of equipment Free eshave brightened. Be wary of Taking a comprehensive approach
timates. Day of night,
romance on the rebound.
to a problem may not be possible.
753-5484
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Review your options and act before
'An air of expectancy. agreement tonight. Safety measures can prevent
Ronnte Ross 8 ainny Ross
and expansion is present. Your painful accidents. Diplomacy helps
753-0489
L)00 Mdlii St
efforts receive a welcome boost! you restore good relations with a
Someone may. make a generous client.
offer. If possible, get it in writing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Heed Not to ,use your power fairly would
* Murray's Premiere *
your instincts when making a career be irresponsible: Authority should
decision.
Business
and
financial
be
shared
with
those
who
helped
Stereo, Home Theatre *
*
Home
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section
conditions will improve if you are you get where you are. Using your
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
running each Monday in the classifieds. You gets
patient, Getting outside opinions on .resources wisely will make you a
13)
* Financing Available *
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $10.00, for
personal matters will delay progress. *inner in profelsional circles.
v
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba
TODAY'S CHILDREN usually have a very close relationship with
their parents. Affectionate and sentimental, these youngsters like to stay near
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
home and hearth. With maturity will come a greater need for independence,
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916
Wise mothers and fathers will be supportive of these Cancerians' attempts to
AUDIO/VIDEO
spred their wings. Hard-,working and Opt.these diligent types will quickly
739-11135
ON Coldwater id,41
climbthe corpOrate ladder. They have a million plans and schemes for when
they-finally reach the executive suite!
pager 762-7221
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LOOKING BACK
Twenty years ago
Gil Wilcox.
Larry Gilbert, son a Mr. and Thirty years age
-Murray Police Department now
- Mrs. James Gilbertof Ri 2. MIlfmy, has been monied as agriculhas radar units to detect speeders,
ture teacher at Calloway County according to Murray Police Chief
High School. He succeeds Milton
Burman Parker.
Walston Who retired after 41:5
Pvt. Bobby D. Jones, son of
years of teaching.
Mr: and Mrs. Lowell Jones, is
Army Pvt. Charles L. Pierce, now stationed at Fort Leonard
son of Mrrand Mrs. Fred E. PierWood..-4019ce, has completed an- eight weeks ' Paula- Allbritteri-, Greer Housmilitary police course at U.S. ton, Diane- ShUffett, Jan Jones.
Army Training Center, Fort Gor- Pam Clark and Barbara Brown
don, Pa.
are Murray High School MajoretWayne Williams, president of tes attended camp at the UniverMurray Civitan Club, attended
sity of Mississippi.,
the 34th annual convention iaL
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fjelder
Civitan.. Clubs. International at were married for 50 years July
Rostclti, Mass.
11.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Wilcox
Recent births reported at Murwere honored at a dinner in ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
celebration of their 25th wedding and Mrs. Jerry West.
anniversary_on _July 2- aL,Scyen.
Don Eaughn pitched a_na-Ilitter
Seas Restaurant. It was hosted by for theMurray American Legion
their three sons, John, Gary and
Baseball Tcam in a game against

Dresden, Tenn., team.
Ten years ago
By The Associated Press
Forty years ago Brenda Conley of Murray was
Today -is Monday, July 11, the 192nd day of 1994. There are 173
Daniel of Texas, forcrowned as Miss Paducah of
days left' in the year.
-7.
She
was speaker at alllay
pastor,
at
pageant-held
1984
mbr
- -" .
TodaY's-Highlight in Histiary:
Conat Elm Grove Bapof
Dr.
liaD'y
satyric.
daughter
is
the
day
mortally
wounded
forPresident
Aaron
Burr
11,
1104,
Vice
On July
tist Church July II. The Rev.
mer Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton in a pistol duel near ley and Jackie Conley. M.C. Garrott writes about BobS.E. Byier., pastor of Memorial
!Weehawken, N.J.
Baptist Church, Murray, will be
by Deitz, stock car race driver
On this date:
column,
his
Kirksey,
in
from
at revival services at Elm
speaker
In 1533, Pope Clement VII excommunicated England's King Henry
"Canon's Galley."
Grove July 12-18.
.
VIII.
'Fred Doughty,62, Shot his first
In 1761r John Quincy Adams.,the- Sixth president of the United
Calloway County Junior Conhole-in-one in 20 years of golf
States, was born in Brattree, Mass.
servation Club members spent the
In 1798, the U.S. Marine Corps was created by an act of Congress. lecently when he aced 170-yard
last week of June at Camp
In 1934, President Franklin Roosevelt became the first chief execu- No. 16 hole at Oaks Country
Currie
-Club. He was golfing with Fred
tive to travel through the Panama Canal while in--office. •
The Rev. Oral Austin preIn 194,40 years ago, the National League beat the American Butterworth, Jim West and Max
a program- on "Swiuersented
League, 7-1, in the All-Star Game played at--- Forbes Field in Oliver.
at
a meeting of Murray
land"
Cynthia Susan Scott and RonPittsburgh.
at Murray.Woman's
Club
Rotary
In 1979, the abandoned U.S. space station Skylab made a spectacu- ny 11111old Stubblefield were marHe was introduced
House.,
Club
lar return to Earth, burning up in the atmosphere and showering debris.. ried 7une 2 at Fairview Church of
Lindsey.
Alfred
by
Christ, Dixon.
over the Indian Ocean and Australia.
Births reported include a girl to
Mrs. Rey Weatherly and
In 1991, a solar eclipse cast_a blanket of darkness stretching for
Mx__
and
Mrs._
Richard
_Strode.
•
gaughters.
ninny , and-. hlettier
j4
-nearlyseven
-9,000
front Hawaii tcl'-South America, lasting
have returned home after a ,vacaJune 23; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
minutes in some places.
non in Detroit, Mich.
Ten years ago:-Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole ordered that Jimmy Lowery, July 1. •.
.
•
- airbags or automatic seat belts- be installed in cars beginning with
DEAR ABBY
, ••
some 1987 models unless states enacted laws requiring.seat-belt use.
Five years ago: Laurence ,Olivier;soniidered by many -the- finest
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in institution.
in
teaching environments.
theselves.-frorn
the quacks in their • '
JOEL MARDOLIE,ALBANY, N.Y.
-Ameri-• response to the letter from Dr. Find.
his geniraticfn, died at uge
Englisli-speaking ea&
."Pretentious or not, it is_ a
prOfessietr, the ethical medicalhar-'
National .ley complaining about tniffeictuals'
bers-associated themselves with the
matter of choice."
- can League won the 60th All Star Gime, defeatin
;-DEAR JOEL: The High
who did not address her as "Dr."
doctors of philosophy at universi_ League 5-3. in Anaheim, Calif.
Priestess of Etiquette, Letitia
Ph.D.
.
sinceNhe
had
earned
a
READERS;For tioinea
ties, and .adeptes1 the_ title "Doctor."
One fel-f-agos. President Clinton wrapped up his visit to South
' As a doctor witthneither patients. Balclrige, says: "People with — 'tn.!'" letter's that were infornisiNowacPayS, a physician who
Korea with a "Visit to. the Demilitarized Zone separating South and' nor paienee
mee Ph.D.s who are in academia or
tive or tickled my funnybone,
graduates with an M.D. degree and
North Koica;-he then flew to Hawaii, where he placed a 'wreath at the tell you about-Margolis'first two in research laboi*tories, or readon:_ also has- good grades may be
site--of *the-sunken battleship USS Arizoni at Pearl Harbor. In Des laws of pedantry:
involved professionally in the
- allowed to study for,a Ph.D. DEAR
ABBY:
You
riletitioneet
a
Moines, Iowa, severe flooding shut down a water system serving
I: Anybody who hes a Ph.D. or 'field in which they received
ARIZONA PI-1.D. SCIENTIST
very,embarrassed doctor of English
their
advanced
degrees,
may
be
ahd
writes
"Doctor"
before
(or
250.000 residents:
literature Who begged off adrniniW.**
Birthdays: Actor Tab Hunter is 63. Singer Bonnie-Pointer aftert-hisor her name has w_thiral.".„ addressed as pr.' and certninly terincfi-rst aid_ teeatment to an air.......-TOday'S'
written to with 'Ph.D. after
rate
ejeffee
from
a
fifth-rate
inatittiBoxer Leon Spinks is 41.
linenassenker who had suffered a•
their names.
'
_
- - DEAR ABBY: Your "article conThought for Today: "You .come into the world alone and you go
heart attack in flight..
"However, many people
21 Anybody-WM:v.-is impressed bkIn the early years orin- oife.rn _ ceining Dr.:Findley, Ph.Dt-,•-who ---'-• -cnit- a the world alone yet it seems to in yottlie more alone while someone whn.41as a Ph.D. or an - today believe that Ph.D.s look
WiAlied to-be addrdased as "DoCtor,"
Emily Carr, eanadian artist Ed.D. and writes-'Doctor" before(or slightly pretentious if they medicine, the only medical treatliving than even going and coming."
reminded
Me of a local university
ment
available
was
administered by.
insist on being called 'Dr.' outand- author (1871-1945).
aftenhis Or her name has a fiftli
.--pradesser-who -w-alsthi_
ti .pti.D:1-fe
_ . _
-4
sa,sutrde
..---_
MAEtheir
teetirt*Iogl
re
a
or
rate- degree from in eighth-rate
dehghted n ..te Iling
story f

•••2%.•

or

-

.; *-s

•

•

DAILY COMICS
GARY LARSON

I 'himself; L. ----••
- '
* - :.
BecaaSe.he was fisted in thelete,'..
.41horii..41reetory as "Dr.," he.fre.
quently reeeived calls at tiile- &i--,..,
medical assistance. One day, his •
young son answered the telephone,
and the professar_ heard him say."Sorry, my dad- is-the kind of doctor,.
who-doesn't do anybody any good." .
.
JACK COLE, M.D.,. . -._ , -BETHLEHEM_PA. •
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CALVIN and HOBBES
ON NO, I'M NOT GEM%
poe'T
IN 114AT BoX
VANT To BE TRANSMOGRIFIED
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"Anybody else? ...This here's a-school for buffalo
hunters — and anyone who so much as utters the
word `bison' can join Morgenstern jp the corner!"
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DEAR ABBY: The -letter in your column about the mix-up that sometime—
s oc
'
- enrs when PhIrs-afe'confused with M.D.s brought -to Mind
the great-Canadian 'scholar and
humorist Stephen Leacock.
He tells of an experience similar
to that of your Ph.D. on the airplane: Sohn after achieving his doctorate_Wh.D.t,he was a passeriker
- on a cruise ship on the Great Lakes.
—Ah attractive young lady had fallen
down the steps to the deck, and the
purser was calling but for a doctor ,
to attend her. Leacock battled with
his conscience fora minute or so,
then decided to volunteyr and ran to
the Scene, but was beaten out by a
doctor of divinity i D.D.
JOHN CUSICK,
SUN CITY WEST,ARIZ.•

DR. GOTT

CATHY

By Peter H. Gott, MD;
WANT SHORT,
KICKY HAIR
THAT SANS I'M
'A SASSY
REBEL, MOM!

YOU'RE
NOT A
SASSY
REBEL,
CATHY.

THEN I WNW
WILD, FRIZZY
HAIR THAT
SAVS
DARIN& AND
EXOTIC.!

NOT
CARO&
AND
EXOTIC.

ItiOUR HAIR SAYS YOU'RE A
NICE, HONEST, DOWN-JD
EARTH PERSON, WHICH IS
ItIST WHAT WU ARE.
7

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
arterial hypertension and paroxysmal
tachycardia. My doctor has diagnosed
41 Astronauts'
ACFIOSS
me with these conditions, and I have a
"all right"
1 Snake
lot of unanswered questions.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Bristle
4 Huge person
43 Actor —
DEAR READER: First of all. you
9 Electric unit
Mineo
12 Meadow
should address your "unanswered
44 "— and Dolls" AC)K
13 Bury
AFOOT RAT
questions" to your doctor, who knows
45 — Mans auto WAITS
14 Ventilate
ETAM I NE 'best your general state of health and
race .
15 Over.
the medicines you are taking. Part-of
ill0 T@ ATA
47 Flooring piece
17 Card game
good medical care- is to provide the
ARGUING ERRED
49 Coral islands
19 Engrave
very service you are-reqiiesting.
53 Singer
21 Engineer's
RODIfflO SALE
AU
Johnny —
Arterial hypertension ihigh blood
deg.
RBI
NOIRE PUB
57 Metal fastener
22 Actress Ten
pressure, is one of the most dangerRONSTADT
OLEA
58 Poetry foot
—
ous and common medical ailments in
NOTMICES
60 Qty.
NEGIBIE
25)Decay
the United States. In general, the'
'61 Hwy.
27(Drainage
AM I
TER I
cause is unknown, although recent
62 Group of hotel
pit
A D MI I N G 11130 N E
reports have suggested a genetic
MOTs
31 "— — my
UNA
UNO TRIAL
component. As the blood pressure
63 Resort
brothers
progressively rises above the 14090
keeper?"
FAD SENSE SET
32 Watchfulness
DOWN
upper limit of normal, many of the
Syndicate
7-11
©
1994
United
Feature
1 — — carte
34 Note well
body's organs become damaged.
2 Dry, of wine
(abbr.)
Uncontrolled hypertension leads to
Born
7
commune
3 Golf score
35 Relative
8 Authentic ..
11 Before (pref.) stroke, heart strain and kidney mai4 Essential
36 Spoil
16 Above (poet.) fanction. to mention a few. Therefore,
9 Joyful
point
37 Symbol for
exclamation
18 Labor
5 Writs
calcium
- hypertension should be treated, using
10 Russian
Ofejangef
6 Located in
38 Ohune
a variety or drugs. ineliiding. betaChavez
blockers. calcium-channel blockers
10
11
9
greedily
1
3
4
20
Eat
2
5 6
7
8
and ACE inhibitors.
(slang)
Paroxysmal tachycardia means
22 Street-corner
14
12
13
groups
that, from time to time, the pulse rate
23 Stroll
17
18
15
16
accelerates to well over 100 beats per
24 Providence's minute. This condition may complistate-(abbr.)
21
19 •20
cate-uncontrolled hypertension but
26 Maximum can also occur in the presence of
-duration,
-fl. 23 24 11
25
untreatedbyperthfroidism and-Other
' (2 wds.)
ill
IN
M11 20 World org.
diseases, such as anemia.'Paroxysmal
31
33
32
29 The real
tachycardia may also appear on its
30 Summits
own.
37
34
36
95
32 Vigor
The most frequent symptoms are33 Boy
41
palpitations, anxiety, sweating, rest38
39
35 Tiny
lessness, chest discomfort, and a feelaoUU
39 That thing
44
43
ing that something is wrong. The
40.R odent
42UUU
41 — revoir
rapid pulse is usually easily treated
47
48
45 45
44 Obtain
• with,dru_gs, such as calcium channel
46 Yale students blockers. In patients who experience
53
54 55 56
49 50 51
48 Intertwine
brief, periodic bouts of fast pulse. no
49 Spring mo.
therapy may be necessary.
60
50 Small bird
57
58
59
UU 51 Single
you have hypertension and.paroxUU
52 French coin
ysmal tachycardia. the conditions may
63
61
62UUUU
54 Possesses
be related, but once the blood pres55 Demon
sure level is brought down to normal.
58 AR depot
the tachycardia should be:less of a
59 Symbol for
problem.
nickel
To give you more information. I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports
"Hypertension"
and
"Understanding Heart Disease "
Other readers who would like copies
should ;tend $2 for each report -plus a

BoRus mul
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
FARLEY, WHY DO YOU
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DOORWAY?
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PEANUTS
IT'S CALLER

"THE SAME

OLD THING"

50 EVERY f416141'f416141'AT
SUPPERTIME YOU KNOW
YOU'LL BE EATING aT14E
SAME OLD THING"

diketi
agr-

CALL THE AD
AGENCY BEFORE
IT'S TOO LATE..
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Huel West Sr.

William Ray Rushing

Huel West Sr., 76, Rt. 7, Murray, died Saturday at 5:10 a.m. at
William Ray Rushing, 48, Rt. 8, Murray, died Saturday at 7:50 p.m.
Puryea( Nursing Home, Puryear, Tenn.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He had been in ill health for
A retired farmbr, he was a member of Oak Grove Baptist Church,
lour years.
Born Feb.•23% 19111;in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
A former employee of Murray Sand,Company, he was a member of
Gaylon West and Bessie Paschall West. One brother, Halton West,
Emmanuel Missionary Baptist Church.
also precMed him in death.
Born Dec. 20, 1945, at Dover, Tenn., he was the son of the late Jim
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nell Taylor West; one daughter,
Rushing and Ida Trump Rushing. Also preceding him in death were
Mrs. Belinda Anderson and husband, Jessie, Rt. 7, Murray; one son,
-three brothers, James, -Harlan and Lewis Rushing.
Huel West Jr. and wife; Dimple, RL 2, Puryear, Tenn.; two brothers,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Hooper Rushing; two
I.P. West and wife, Ann, Rt. 7, Murray, and Joe West and wife, Jean,
daughters; Mrs. Teresa Colson and husband. Stanley, and Cheri RushMurray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ruth West, Dearborn, Mleh.; three
ing, Murray; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Michelle Harris and husband,
grandchildren, Cindy Jackson and husband, Ron, Christy Harrell and
Danny, Clarksville, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Bessie Jeffrey and hushusband, Dusty, and Amy West; two great-granachildren, Darien
band, George, Mrs. Pearl Baggett and husband, Ray, and Mts. Alene
Jackson and Ceitlan Jackson.
Largent, and two brothers, L.L. Rushing and wife, Oneida, and MarServices are today-at 2 p.m. at Oak Grove Baptist Church with the
vin Rushing and wife, Barbara, all of,Dover, Tenn:; two granchddren,
Rev. H.D. Hudson, the- Rev. Leon Winchester, and the Rev. Scott
Jimmy- Ray Colson and- :Bradley --Colson; three stepgrandchildren,
Bivins officiating. Music is by the Church Choir with.Jimmy Key as
Bryan, Blake and -'Blair Harris; several nieces and nephews.
leader and Jennifer -Billington as pianist.
Services will be Tuesday at lp.m. in the chapel.of the Miller FunPallbearers are W.P. West, Ray Warren, Buddy 'Windsor, Tom Tayeral Home of Muffay. The Rev. David Cunningham and the Rev. Paul
lor, Ron Jackson, Dusty,Harrell and Dasren Jackson, active; William
.McWherter will officiate. Music Will be by Billy Buchanan and Mrs.
Gerald Paschall, Dan -Billington, Ernest.Burton, Tolbert Story, LynOneida White.
.
Palltiaarir;-wilf be James iiieTsbitt,- Kenny-.44ele, Myles - Todd, Rotir • 7nwood Morris, Othel Paschall,-Carmen-Morton Ind Bill....Crearheardt honorary.
Darnell, Loyd Evans, Russell Evans, Randy Evans and Eddie Evans.
Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery with arrangements. by
A second service will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Long Creek
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Naza4ne Church, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. R.B. Dowdy will officiate.
Burial -will follow in Stewart County Memorial gardens, Dover,

-

frieuds may call at Miller Funeral Home until the-funeral hour on
Tuesda3,. After the seriice- here, the bony will be taken to Long Creek
• "church where friends may. call
until the funeral hour.
_

Billy Leslie (Bill) Phillips •
died- SanirdaY at a
Phillips, 82, Nashville,
Billy Leslie
hospital there._
He had been
of ChureheS ofXbria.since 1945. He had
'served at Green Plain Church in Calloway County and Union Hill and
•
Hardin Churches in Marshall County.
Mr. Phillips had taught at Paducah Community College for 11 years
and preached in the ,courtuy of Holland for eight years. He, was in
West Kentucky far- 25liears. He was born in 1912 in rural Chester
County, Tenn.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bonnie Brian Phillips; one daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Phillips Chester and husband, Joe,.-Orie- son, Van
Phillips, and.twa granddaughters, Katie Chester and Charlotte Chester,
all of Nashville; a local brother-in-law, John Brian andwife, Orvis,
.
Murray.
The funeral will be ,Wednesday at 11 'a.m. at Woodlawn Funeral
Home, Nashville, Tenn. Burial
be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at BlytheArk.
•

Mrs. Lona L. Cornley _

,

_

Dennis DeWayne Bohannon

Mrs. Lona L. Cornley, 80, Rt. 3, Murray, died Friday at her
residence.
Born Jan. 19, 1914, in Marshall County, she was the daughter, of the
late Robert Lee Inman and Lanora Johnson Inman.
Preceding her in death Were- an infant daughter, one sister, Mrs.
Lena Burd, and three brothers, Elbert, Loyd Elvis, and Joseph tiewellyn , Inman.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services were today at 11 a.m. at'-Maple Springs Cemettry in Marshall County. The Rev. Earl Dickerson officiated. Collier •Funeral Home, Benton, had charge of arrangements.
^

Dennis DeWayne Bohannon,
_ _ 34, Hardin, died Friday at University
Hospital.
Mr. Bohannon, while living in Detroit, Mich., had been shot in a
drive-by shooting on April 3, 1992, while walking to his home from a
store. He had several operations'during this period until his death. last
Friday, according to family members.
A carpenter, he had served from 1977 to 1979 in the United_ States
Army. Born Sept. 5, 1959, in Marshall County, he was the son of H.B.
Bohannon and Louise Phelps Milsaps. One sister, CindylBohannon,
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Melissa Lillis Bohannon, Hardin;
one daughter, Kristina Bohannon, Murray; one son, DeWayne Bohannon, Hardin; one stepdaughter, Rebecca Lillis, Avondale, La.; his
father, H.B. Bohannon and wife, Evelyn, Calvert City; his mother,
„Mrs. Louise Milsaps and husband, David, Shelby, N.C.; three sisters,
peggy Wyatt, Dexter, Mrs. Lucy Renkie, Detroit, Mich., and
Mrs. Jessica Downs, Casar, N.C.; one brother, Curtis Bohannon,
Calvert City.
The funeral was Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home,. Benton. The Rev. Charles Steele and the Rev. Paul Bogard
nomination by the nominating com- officiated.
Burial was in Dixon Cemetery at Grand Rivers.
mittee.
ttee.
The' area served by the
WICRMH-MR Board, Inc. is Region I and hic.ludos the counties of
Memorial services for Wade O. Meloan will be Tuesday at 10 a.m.
Ballard,Calloway,Carlisle, Fulton, at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 700 E. Broadway, Centralia, Ill. The
Graves, Hickman,Livingston, Marbody has been cremated.
shall, and McCracken.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to St.
Board members shall have deJohn's Episcopal Church, Centralia.
monstrated an interest in either the
Mr. Meloan, 75, Bradenton, Fla., died there Wednesday. He had
field of mental health, mental retarmoved to Bradenton from Centralia, Ill., four years ago.
dation, or substance abuse. At least
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Meloan; one son, Ross
one-fourth of the members shall
Meloan and wife, Nancy, Murray; two stepdaughters, Nancy Brown,
have indicated a primary interest in
Houston, Texas, and Pat Morton, Springfield, Ill.; one stepson,
mental retardation and/or developMichael Brown, Houston, Texas.
mental disabilities.
One-fourth of the membership of
the board will be elected at each
annual meeting for a four year term
and will take office immediately
upon conclusion of the September
15th meeting.
F4X =application form orfurther
information, write: Nominating
Committee, Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board, Inc., P.O. Box 7287,
Paducah, KY 42002-7287, or by
calling 442-7121.

Mental health board
has vacant position
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc. is seeking nominations
from the public to fill a vacant
position on the board of directors irr
Ballard,Calloway,Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
McCracken,and Marshall Counties,
The position will serve a four year
term.
In accordance with the by-laws of
the WKRKII-MR Board, Inc., the
nominating committee'shall present
nominations to fill these vacancies,
along with a slate of officers at the
board's Annual Dinner Meeting on
Sept. 15. The meeting, which is
open to the public, will be held at
J.R.'s Executive Inn, in Paducah.
Any qualified person, who has
not yet been placed in nomination
by the committee, may have his or
her. name placed on_ the list, ofnominees for membership by presenting, at the time of election, a
petition for nomination signed by
25 registered voters of the region.
The board must vote on a petition
nominee, as well as those placed in
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. Bob R. Starks, 88, Rt. 8, Murray, died Saturday at 9:95 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway CoUnty Hospital.
A Navy veteran and retired school custodian, he was a member of
Glendale- Road Church of Christ.
Barri Sept. 5, 1905, in Calloway County, he was
.the son of the late
Howell F. Starks and Minnie Manning Starks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elgiva Massie Starks to whom he
was married on Dec. 5, 1971; two daughters, Mrs. Jane Houghton and-.
husband, Rill, Murray, and Mrs. Edith Kaminski and husband, Joe,
Almo; three sons, Robert- W. Sfarks and wife, Kay- Hazel;_ John }4Starks and wife, Virginia, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Geos,ge W. Starks and
wife, Sue, Voorhees, NJ.; two'brothers, Frank Starkrand wife,'-Fay---F-Myers, Fla., and J.M. Starks• and wife., Ahnabelle, Flint, Mich.; 15
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren; severer-nieces and nephews.
"The funeral will be Tuesday at 1,0 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Starks will officiate. Singers will be from
Glendale Road Church ,of Christ.
Grandsons will' serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Almo
Cemetery.
•
Friends 'rilay call at the funeral hone from 6 to 8 p.m.' tonight
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations.to North
Atlanta Church of Christ, Campaign fin Christ, 5676 Roberts Dr.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30338.
•
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Our Best Investment Is You.
•
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Protect The Ones you Love.

PRO LINE_DE
WEST KENTUCkY
SAVE $50 Mil* WITH
THIS ADI
Shock Collais • Bark Collars .

s

Call Today For. A
Five Estimate

1111 1111b.Ch

1- IAA/ 1141111

Pet Containment System

492-8250
•Financing Available

-

•Locally- Owned & Operated

1-80C1-292-2434

MAGIC NEEDLE TATTOO'S
- 15 Years Experience + Only licensed tagoe
artist in Calloway Co.
+.Sterile methods

Cover-up specialist
No drugs

or alcohol

Must

be at least
18 years old

+ Over 29 bright colors
+ Many designs to choose

FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL:

753-4748

JULY SPECIAL!!
Sega Sz Nintendo Games or Cartoons
el for the 11
411:13D
price of I RENTAL SALES
(Mondays — fItursdaN)
C31\11L1'!!

Wade 0. Meloan

CENTER
200 I. Main S.

Mammy

7114201

BEFORE YOU
PRESS HERE

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

PRESS HERE.
sICSEAH
'1903

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

•-cainswe''

Your Family Name Deserves Preserving
• Complete indoor and outdoor display for
your privacy and year-round convenience.
Large Selection of Color & Gray Granite & Mausoleums
Specializing in bronze markers for memorial gardens.
Service and Quality at Everyday Low Prices
Prices include lettering, setting
in cemetery & choice of design.

Guarantoed Foundations
Hours: Mon.-FrL 9 a.m.-4 p.M. or anytime by appointment

In an ernergency,help isn't on the way
unless someone calls. So before you
press on their chest, breathe in their
rnouthaeven check their pulse,cat'
9-1-1 or yourlocalemergency number.

When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

To learn more about life-saving techniques,
call your Red Cress.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Inc.
Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.

753-8800
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